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ABSTRACT 

This study explores d- t ime  computer control for a wafa in Rapid Thermal 

Recessing (RTP). 

The general purpose of this thesis is to design and to implement two teal-time 

software applications for wafer RTP temperature control. One application emulates the 

actual wafer RTP system and the other one acts Eke a digital controller to control the tern- 

peratures across the wafer to near uniformiity when following a fist temperature trajectory. 

The design of this digital control system is also one of the topics discussed in this thesis. 

These two applications are designed to be separately installed in two personal 

computers (PCs) and to communicate only through input and output (YO) boards. There- 

fore, the emulator application can be replaced by actual wafer RTP system without chang- 

ing the controller application. 

In this thesis, the implementation is done witbin the Unix environment as a 

study case. The suggestion of installation of these two software applications into two PCs, 

and the design of user graphic intdces are also discussed 
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SYMBOLS AND NOTAmONS 

Section Meauing 

exposed d a c e  area of eIement i 
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the coeacient for radiative transfer h m  lamp zone j to wafer 
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the lamp power h m  lamp zone j 

lamp power vector which adds enough additional heat to obtain a 

rate of temperature increase 
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2.4 sensor temperature vector 
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2.3 initial guess steady-state temperature vector 

3 -7.1 sensor noise covariance weighting matrix 
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wafer thickness 

Sarnpl*g period 

the area-weighted average convective heat transfer coefficient 

over the exposed surfhce of element i 

the thermal conductivity at the inner boundary of wafer element i 

the thermal conductivity at the outez boundary of w a f i  element i 

mass of wafer element i 

net heat flow vector 

the net heat flow into wafer element i 

the sum of radiation emitted and absorbed by the wafer element i 

the sum of thermal conductivity at the inner and outer boundaries 

of wafer element i 

cond . 
4i heat transfm between the wafa element i and the munding  

g;rs 

outer radius of wafer element i 

inner radius of wafer element i 

cen t .  
ri . center radius of wafer element i 

the average total ernissivity over exposed d a c e  of w a k  ele- 

ment i 



P = 2.2 

0:  2.2 

t : 2.5 

=PI : 3.6.2 

O i V j :  2.6.1 

1 i,j : 3.6.1 

ri : 2.2 

(A,  By CyD)  : 2.6.1 

the mass density fbr the wafa 

the S t e h  Boltanann coastant 

the time delay coefficient for lag factor 

reset time for PI feedback controller 

iay-jzero matrix 

i-by-j matrix of ones 

i-by4 identity matrix 

state-space rralization to represent transfer fimction for a linear 

system 



Chapter Introduction 

The economics of computer control has been changed drastically by the micropro- 

cessor in the reduction of cost and the improvement in reliability. This has meant that corn- 

puter-based systems are the fim choice in many applications. The major costs of computer 

control are now no longer the computer hardware, but the system design costs and the cost 

of software. As a consequence, attention is shifting towards greater standardization of 

design of software products, and to the development of improved techniques for design and 

for software construction and testing. 

The topic of this thesis lies in the area of the desigu and implementation of a real- 

time computer control system for a silicon wafa in rapid thetmal processing (RTP). In this 

chapter, we will briefly introduce: 

the development of modern control theory which provides the possibility of 

designing real-time computer control systems 

the history of real-time computer control 

what is rapid thermal processing 

what to control in the wafer RTP 

the fhmework of the design and the implementation of real-time computer 

control for the wafkr RTP 

problems to solve in this thesis 

outbe of the thesis 
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1.1 Modern Control Theory 

The complexity of mathematical models of modern industrial dynamic behavior 

(time-varying, nonlinear, multipleinput and multip1e~utput etc.), has meant that the classi- 

cal control theory could no longer bade the control problems. 

In response to these increased demands, modem control theory has been developed 

since the early 60s. It is a new approach to the analysis and design of complex control sys- 

tems, for the necessity of meeting increasingly -gat requirements on perfomance, the 

increase in system complexity, easy access to large-scale computers, etc. It has played vital 

roles in industry applications. 

Compared to the classical control theory, the modem control theory has two charac- 

teristics: 

It uses "State-Space Theory," which is the base of the modern control theory. 

The state-space model is contrasted with transfer fuaction, in that the former 

reveals the system state variables, which hide inside the system in the time- 

domain, while the latter is based on the ~ t - o u t p u t  relations of the system in 

the fkequencydomain. The state-space approach to system analysis is best 

suited for reducing the complexity of the mathematical expressions, as well as 

resorting to computers for most of the tedious computations necessary in the 

analysis. Modem control theory is appIicabIe to multi-input and multi-output 

(MIMO) systems, nonlinear systems, and distriion systems which are 

extremely diffhnt and can not have classical control theory applied to them. 
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Applying to the design with computer of implement in adaptive controI, hybrid 

control and optimal contml. 

1.2 Real-Time Computer Control 

Due to the dramatic development in digital computers and microeIectronics, the 

approach to analysis, design, and implementation of conaol systems is changing drastically. 

The application of digital computers to industrial control began in the late 1950s. The fht 

digital computer specifically used for process control was investigated in 1958 by a group of 

engineers h r n  Thornson Ramo Woolridge (TRw) and Texaco. A cornputer-controlled sys- 

tem for the polymerization unit was designed based on the RW-300 computer and went on- 

line March 12, 1959. The system controlled 26 flows, 72 temperatures, 3 pressures, and 3 

compositions [kw84]. In the following thirty years, the computer control system used in 

the process industry was increased one million times. More important, however, is that the 

reliability improved ten times, and the cost reduced ten times. Raently, the development of 

computer software and high level languages made it possible to solve many of the on-line, 

complicated logic problems. 

In many applications, a computer control system must sense the environment and 

directly influence it through action Its communication devices are connected by physical 

devices to processes which are external to the computer. These external pfocesses are oper- 

ated in their own time scales. Such systems are subjected to the real-time constraints of the 

environments in which they operate. For example, an autonomous vehicle operating in the 

real world needs a control system that responds @cMy enough to avoid collision with 
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obstacles or other vehicles. Real-time refers to systems in which the order of computation 

is determined by the passage of time or by events external to the computer; and the results of 

the particular calculation may depend upon the value of the variable 'time' at the instance of 

execution of the calculations or the time taken to execute the computation. The real-time 

system can be mainly divided into clock-based systems, sensor-based systems or interactive 

systems- 

Real-time control has become indispensable to the operation of the astronomical 

telescopes, mamfkturing, automobiles, vision systems, and other applications since the 70s 

PeWS]. 

Early real-time systems were operated in relatively simple, well-characterized envi- 

ronments. Such ''traditional', real-time systems had a set of repeated tasks with known exe- 

cution times and arrival patterns. Researchers are now extending real-time system to more 

complex applications. Systems must adapt to the operational modes of the physical process 

they monitor and control, because resource limitatious make it impossible to schedule and 

guarantee all behaviors that might be needed in a particular domain. For example, a real- 

time system controlling avionics must deal with different tasks and execution characteristics 

during take-off, cruising, and landing stages of aperation @kWADSP95]. Real-time systems 

research has f d  on developing low-level operating system mechanisms to support pre- 

dictable execution of traditional periodic control tasks that have only minor data dependen- 

cies. 

A real-time digital control computer or controller computa can be thought of as a 

three-stage pipe: data acquisition from sensor, data processing to geneate control/ display 
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commands, and output the d t s  to actuatoddisplay devices. 

1.3 Rapid Thermal Processing 

Rapid tbeRIlal processing (RTP) is a recent single-wafer processing technology 

which is used to perform thermal manufacturing operations involved in integrated circuit 

(IC) fabrication. It is a versatile approach suitable for several different processing functionsy 

such as rapid thermal annealing P A ) ,  rapid thermal cleaning WC), rapid thermal chemi- 

cal vapor deposition (RTCVD), rapid thermal oxidation @TO), and rapid thezmal Nitrida- 

tion (RTN) [GRS9 11. 

In cumnt mahtmam IC processing, heat treatment is achieved by means of large, 

hot-wall ovens in which wafers are processed simultaneously. Processing times for wafer 

batches range h m  tens of minutes to many hours for a single process step. Speed is limited 

by the large masses of the oven walls. In RTP, only the relatively mall thermal mass of the 

wafer itself is heated to, and cooled hm, the processing temperature. The walls of the reac- 

tioc chamber are water-cooIecl and remain at room temperature. The windows are air-cooled 

or water-cooled. Consequently, poclnocess steps may need only ten seconds for completion. 

A wide variety of arrangements for heating wafers in RTP systems with hfhred aed/ 

or visible light have been designed and built [Nor92]. Figure 1.1 represents a diagram of a 

generic RTP system. The wafer is supported by three quartz pins which contact the wafer 

near its edge (omitted from figure) and heated by lamps or lamp array, which is separated 

fiom the chamber by a transparent window. Light passes from lamp array to the wafet 

through the upper window. The lower window can be used for remote measurement of wafer 



lamp awy are typically from several to several tens of kW [Nar92]. 

. . 

TEMPEMXIRE SENSING 
EQUIPMENT 

WmR-COOL 
METAL W a L  

NOT SHOWN: QUARTZ PINS TO SUPPORT WAFER 
GAS INJECT AND EXHAUST PORTS 

Figure 1.1 : Generic RTP system 

The advantage for the RTP system is the lower thermal budget, better process repeat- 

ability, and shorter high temperature processing time for each d e r .  However, since the 

wafer is very far from being in thamal eqpili'brium with its surrolmdings, the prob1em of 

temperature nondormity over the wafer is much more acute than in hot-wall oven pro- 

cessing. 



1.4 Wafer Temperature Control in RTP 

During the IC man&turing, silicon wafers undergo a number of processing steps 

typically at high temperatures (Figure 1.2 shows a typical trajectory for wafer in RTP), 

under various atmospheric conditions, and high levels of heat power. However, the control 

technigues nguired to provide real-time monitoring and control with the desired accuracy 

are st i l l  under development 

Figure 1.2 : A typical temperature trajectory for a wafer in RTP 

One of the major pmb1ems is the control of the wafer temperature since it is required 

to maintain near &omity temperature distnition over the wafer at al l  times, while fob 

lowing fast temperature trajectories. A lot of research has been done to solve the nonunifor- 

mity problem [GRS91], [ C W l ] ,  por921, [ApS92], and [SMSK94]. In this thesis, 

temperature donnity control is still one of the topics. Several control systems will be 

designed to compare the results. 

Currently, wafiwafer temperature control can be done through scalar control or multivari- 

able control, depending on the system. Multivariable controI has been proven to be much 
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better than scalar control in Bor92] d [ApK92]. So, the system with multiple, indepen- 

dently controllable lamps and multiple sensors are used in this thesis. The actuator is shown 

inFigure 1.1. 

It is necessary to measure the temperatures at various points across the d m  during 

RTP for multivariable control. The most popular approach is the use of pyrometers located 

outside the chamber. Recently, there have been some new techniques developed such as 

double-pass hfkd transmission [CuS95l and multiwavelength imaging pyrometer 

[BMKM95]. However, the meafllTement of the wafer temperature problem is beyond this 

thesis and good measurement is assumedC 

1.5 Design and Implementation 

Modem control theory and computer technology d o w  us to solve many industry 

problems in real-time. In this thesis, we are going to design and implement real-time soft- 

ware applications to control the temperatures across the d e r  in RTP. A Ai RTP emula- 

tor will be designed because in some research cases, the actual RTP system does not exist. 

Figure 1.3 shows the structure of the system design. In this figure, the emulator com- 

puter will be used as an emulator to emulate the wafer RTP dynamics system. The controller 

computer will be used as a digital controlla to set lamp powen. The outputs h m  the emu- 

lator computa are the digital values of real-time Wafs tempemhues measured by sensors, 

and these outputs will be passed to the controUa computa through input and output (VO) 

boards (which convert digital value to analog value @/A) and analog value to digital value 

(AD)). The outputs h m  the controller computa are the digital values of real-time lamp 
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powers caldated by the digital contn,Uer, and these outputs wil l  be sent to the emulator 

computer through 110 boards. 

Emulator Computer 

ControlIer Computer 

Figure 1.3 : Structure of the system design and implement of a wafa in RTP 

The real-time software design of the above system will include two applications. 

One is for the emulator and the other is for the controlla. These nu0 applications will be 

separately implemented in two personal computers. The only co~l~~ections between them are 

signals through UO boards. This is because we can easily replace the wafer RTP emulator 

with an actual wafa RTP system without changing the controller application- Each applica- 

tion can be bridy described as four perts: retrieve user inputs and initialize the application; 

run real-time pomon to read inputs, update outputs and send outputs. 

The C programming language and Matlab soitware package will be used to imple- 

ment the applications. 
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1.6 Thesis Outline 

For industry processes, it i s  =cult to get an exact mathematical model for the pro- 

cess behavior. This causes difl6culties in the design of control systems. Fortunately, in wafer 

RTP system, many jobs have been done in the model design &m88], [Nor92],[GRS91], 

[ApS92], and [CPKX94]. The model is functioning well, although it still has slight errors 

depending on the diffbrent processing enviro~ment One of the purposes of this thesis is to 

design feedback controllers to comt  the model emrs. 

Currently, finding a simple and effdve way to control the temperature U13iformity 

inside of the wafer is still a research problem. So, how to design the control systems and 

how to implement than in the real-time software application an the main problems that 

have to be resolved. Also, clear and convenient graphic user displays of the wafer RTP and 

control systems will help the process of manufacturing. 

This thesis will address the above problems and its chapters are outlined below: 

Chapter 2 presents the thermal models, which are represented as vector-matrix for- 

mula for the wafer nonlinear model and state-space formula for the wafa linear model. 

Chapter 3 is concerned with the design of the linear MIMO temperature control sys- 

tem, which includes open-loop control and f m k  control. 

Chapter 4 covers the real-time software application designs, implementation study 

under Unix, suggestions of installing applications into separate PCs and design ideas of 

Graphic User hterfhces (GUIs) for the wafer RTP and controller systems. 

Chapter 5 is about the simulation results of model test and controller functionality 
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test. 

Chapter 6 contains some general discussions about the results in the thesis, and some 

suggestions for hture research 

Appendix A provides a summary of symbols and notations used in the thesis. 

Appendix B gives the user guide about how to use the software applications (within 

the Unix environment) designed in Chapter 4. 



Chapter 2 Thermal Models for an RTP 

System 

In this chapter, we discuss nonlinear and linear models used to calculate the temper- 

atures across a wafkr as fbctions of lamp powas, and other associated parameters inside a 

Rapid Thermal Processor (RTP). The linear model is obtained ftom the nonlinear model by 

introducing nominal wafa temperatuns and corresponding nominal lamp powers. Each of 

these models contain two parts: the ideal RTP system generated from thermal dynamic 

equations, and the lag factor added to slow down the lamp power changes. The nonlinear 

model is used for simulations and is represented in vector-matrix form, The linear model is 

used for design of the controllers and is represented in state-space form. The calculation of 

steady-state temperature is also intmduced in this chapter. 

2.1 Introduction of RTP System 

A wide variety of arrangements for heating single wafer in R P  systems have been 

designed and built in industry [Nor92]. 

GeneraUy, the wafer is supported by tbree quartz pins (omitted fcom Figure 1.1) 

which contact the wafer near its edge. The chamber walls of the system are water-cooled 

and the windows are air or watet-cooled, Ideally, al l  of the inner mfhces of the reaction 

chambers remain at room temperature during the wafer processing. The wafer can be heated 
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fiom one or both sides. The heat source is from a powerful lamp or lamp anay (&om several 

to several tens of kw), which is visible, and infrslnd radiation. The arrangement of the 

lamps is variable (it can be in concentric rings, in a hexagonal packing or other ways). Tem- 

perature measurement can be at one or many points on the wafa during the RTP. The most 

popular temperature measurement techniqpe is to put one or more ppmeters outside the 

chamber close to the boaom window (for single side heating systems). 

h this thesis, a system d e d  "S", built in por92], is adopted and the simplified 

schematic is shown in Figure 2.1. (The lamp array is idealized to be black-body lamp zones 

set in the ceiling of the chambers; the quaa~ pins, gas inlets and outlets, doors or tempera- 

ture sensing equipment, and other necessary components are omitted h m  the diagram). 

In the S system, the wafer is heated fiorn the top side only. The upper window 

allows light to pass to the.wafer, and the bottom window is used for remote measurement of 

wafer temperatures at different points. (Several sensors are located outside of the chamber). 

The lamp array is organized in three circularly symmetric zones. The system is a cylindrical 

coordinate system where the origin of the coordiaate system is the center of the wafer bot- 

tom surfhce, and the z-axis of the coordinate system coincides with the cenual axis of the 

wafer. The interior of the chamber is &symmetric and is coaxial with the wafa. 

There are some assumptions made for the above RTP system. The models obtained 

in the later sections are based on these assumptions: 

the effwt of the q,uartz pins supporting the wafer is neglected 

the wafer is perfectly cylindrical 

gas inlet for the charnber is a "shower-head" symmetric about the wafer axis to 
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avoid nm-axisymmetric effect on the wafa temperature dkiiution, and other 

non-axisymmetry e f f w  are avoided or neglected as weU 

the temperature distri'bution is axisymmetric and the wafa is thin enough that 

axial (z-axis) thermal gradients can be neglected. 

fiuthermore, the wafa will be broken into anndar zones. In each of the annular 

zones, the temperature is assumed to be mifionn (such an approach is often 

used in radiative heat transfa applications and has been used for the RTP sys- 

tem in Lord [Lor88]). 

System S 
chamber ceiling (view from wafer, lamp zone is black) 

cross-section: 

Figure 2.1 : Schematic diagram for system S 
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2.2 Modeling of Ideal RTP System 

The first step in the analysis of a dynamic system is to derive its model. The RTP 

system can be analyzed through modeling a d  simulation of the thermal environment. The 

main goal of any theoretical modeling of a R P  system is to predict the wafa temperature as 

a f'unction of time and position on the wafer. There are three different ways heat can flow 

fiom one substance to another= conduction, convection and radiation. 

The approach used here is to break the wafer into annuiar zones (which is adopted 

from wor921) as shown in Figure 2.2. The z-axis is strongly enlarged for clear representa- 

tion. 

Break the wafer with radius R and thickness Z into I concentric elements. Let r:" 

be the outer radius of element i, let be the inner radius of element i, and let riel"' be the 

center radius of element i. 

out out out- O<rl < 2  <... <rI - R 

in - out ri - ri- I i >  1 and i l l  

Then for element i the mass mi is given by: 

where p is the mass density, and the exposed d a c e  area Ai of element i is given by: 



and 

Figure 2.2 : Wafer is broken into annular zones 

The net heat flow qi into each wafer element i is given by: 

rad ~ o n d + ~ f o n v  
q1 ' q1 +qr 

rad where qi is the sum of radiation emitted by the wafer element i (defined as q:m) and radio 

cond atim absorbed by the wafer element i (dehed as q:b), where qi is the sum of thermal 

conductivity at the inner boundary of element i and at the outer boundary of element i, and 

conv where qi is the heat tmsfm between the wafer element i and the surrounding gas. 
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The temperature at each element "center" position rr' is defined as Ti ,  and the 

time derivative of Ti is given by 

where Cp is the specific heat of the wafer and is strongly dependent on temperature. (Note 

in continuous time, "dot" denotes time derivative.) 

More details on how to calculate the heat flow into wafer element i are presented 

below, 

Let us define Jas the number of total lamp zones, Pj as the lamp power fiom lamp 

zonej, and T,, as the input gas temperature. We assume the relation between power emit- 

ted by a source, and power absorbed by a wafer element is linear. Define Lc as the hction 

(value is from one a zero) for radiative transfer fiom lamp zone j to wafer element i. For 

example, assuming Li j  = 0.025, and lamp zone j is emitting a total of lkW, the wafer ele- 

ment i will absorb 2SW of that 1kW. Then, when the same lamp zone is emitting a total of 

2kW, the same wafer element absorbs SOW from the ZkW. The value of LiVj is strongly 

dependent on lamp zone positions. In the same way, we deane <, as the &tion for radi- 

ative transfer h r n  wafer element i' to wafer element i 

Therefore, radiative heat flow qyd is given by: 

where 



and 

From Equation (2.10), s, is the average total e m i s s ~ t y  ova the exposed surface of the ele- 

ment i. A black-body surfkce has an emissivity of exactly one; the emissivity of a gray sur- 

face is between zero and one. a is the Steh-Boltpnana c o ~ t .  

cond 
Conductive heat flow q, is given by: 

where ki, i - ,  is the thermal conductivity at the inner boundary of element i, and k,, + is 

the thermal conductivity at the outer boundary of element i. If element i is the innermost or 

outermost element, the conduction occurs at only one boundary. 

conv Convective heat flow q, is given by: 

where hi is the area-weighted average convective heat transfer coefficient over the exposed 

surface of element i. The value of hi depends on the pressure and gas flow characteristics, 

and often needs to be experimentally deteimined 

Let T, f , q, T,,,, and P denote vectors as given by 



T = ~ ] , ~ = ~ , q = ~ ] ,  41 T , A s = [ . . l , d p = r i  Tm 
PJ (2.w 

where T is the temperature 'vector of the wafet elements, n is any integer, q is the net heat 

flow into the wafkr elements (q E !Itx ), TGAS is the gas temperature fivector for the wdet 

elements, and P is the lamp powaJ-vector of lamp zones. 

Let us also define some matrices as: 

diag (d  . . .d,) : diagonal matrix as F' -. . 
n-by-n identity matrix. 

the inverse of the squan matrix C. 

matrix of Li,, 

matrivof qp 

diagonal matrix, used to describe radiative heat transfa, where 



Ifond E dx I: tri-diagonal matrix used to describe conductive heat transfer, 

in our 
21tq Zkk i- I 2 x 5  Zkk + + 

cent cent cent cenr 
ori- 1 ' i +  1 -'i 

2nryUL~k,, , GI" = 
cent cent 

'I -%1 

our 

end t + l , i  = 2xri Zkki+l 
cent cent 

if ISilI-l,and 
ri+ o r .  I 

Then the ideal wafer RTP mod4 can be written in vector-matrix form as 

and 

q = l f a d f  + K c o n d ~  + lfonv (T- TGAS) + LP (2- 16) 

The radiation transfer &om the chamber walls is small and is neglected since the wall 

is water cooled and the wall temperatures are close to room temperature. Also the capacitive 

effects of a thick window are neglected. Since the associated time constant of the window is 

two orders of magnitude slower than those of the wafkr and the lamps, the window heating 
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is considered as a slowly varying dimzhnce [CPICX94]. 

In the real system, only few sensozs are a-le, so not al l  the wafer element tem- 

peratures are measured We d e h e  Nas the total number of semsors. Let wby-Imaaix C, be 

the matrix formed from the identity matrix by selecting rows corresponding to elements 

whose temperatures are being matsllred Therefore, the nonlinear ideal wafa RTP model is 

given as 

2.3 Steady-State Temperature 

Computing steadyostate temperature is quite important during the process, since it 

will be used both for controller designs and initial wafa temperatures in simulation. 

Suppose if there is a given lamp power P, we wish to know the corresponding 

steady-state temperature profile P(P). A nonlinear equation relating P and is given by 

Equation (2.16). Since the derivative of steady-state temperature is zero (T = 0 ), the heat 

flow q should be equal to zero too (hm Equation (2.15)). Starting with an initial guess, we 

could use Newton's method to converge iteratively to the solution. 

Let us start with the initial guess temperature, <zd, where ind is an iteration count. 

Submit this initial guess temperature into Equation (2.16), the heat flow qind is given by: 

Using the fact, we could have: 



where is a Aby-I matrix of partisl derivatives. (Note that it is not exactly Newton's 
dc:d 

method because a term involving the derivative of end (T)  is neglected, see [Nor921 for 

more details). 

Set q = 0 and obtain, 

d If -q t 0 ,  we can solve Equation (220) for c:d+ as 
dlj;$ 

where 

therefore, we can have, 

Next we repeat this procedure with cL replaced by I&+ and keep repeating the 

above process. In general, if the nth approximation is <:d + , and if q*O,thenthe 
d C d  + n 

next approximation is given by 



if <:d + , becomes closer and closer to fS as n becomes largey then 

2.4 Linearization 

Many control laws are developed based on linear system models. The designs of two 

controllers in Chapter 3 are based on a linear model which is obtained fbm a nonlinear ideal 

RTP system. 

A linearized model for an ideal RTP system of Equation (2.15) is given by Norman 

[Nor92]. This system is a linearization about a nominal temperature profile Porn 

( fo" E R' ) and a nominal lamp setting vector P*'" (F0" E !ItJX I ). 

Figure 2.3 shows the linearization model for an ideal RTP system, whae the outputs 

of the system are only the sensor temperatures. 

nonlinear model for wafa ideal RTP system 

Figure 2 3  : Linearization model for ideal RTP system 

In Figure 2.3, u is the &vector of deviations fromFmy and it can be represented as 

u = P-POrn. (2.261 
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The states of the system x ( x  E %IX ' ) is the vector of deviations h m  I"Dm, and it is, 

x = TOP". (2.27) 

The sensed output y is a N-vector of measurements of temperature mors at some wafa ele- 

ments, C',,forn is the corresponding K~ector of nominal temperatures at these wafa ele- 

Nx l ments, and I$ (9 E % ) is the sensed wafer temperature vector at these elements. 

A state equation desmiing the linearized system is 

f = Rs+B,u 

where A is I-by-Imatrix, 

(recall L is the matrix of tiaction for radiative transfer h m  lamp to wafer element.) More 

details about L can be found in Norman tNor92]. 

The output e~uations corresponding to the linear state Equation (2.28) is 

y = C'. 

2.5 Lag Factor 

I . .  the physical RTP system, it takes time to change the lamp filament temperatures. 

To faithfully represent this situation, one can add a lag &tor in the ideal RTP system. The 

RTP system is then descri'bed by a lagged model. 



Since we use a linear model for conmller designs and a nonlinear model for the sim- 

ulations, we need to consider diffaznt ways to add the lag. For the bear model, the lag fac- 

tor is added to the deviation lamp power u and is shown at the top model of the Figure 2.4, 

where A~ector u'l denotes the outputs tiom the lag fact For the nonlinear model, the com- 

factor is put directly to P and is shown at the bottom model of the Figure 2.4, where &vector 

P' denotes the outputs h m  the lag fixtor in the nonlinear model. 

nonlinear model 

L - - L - - - - - - J  

Figure 2 4  : Block diagrams of the wafer thermal models 

To represent the effkct of the lag, we use inertia hctor, 

where s is the time delay coefficient. A more detailed representation of the lag factor 

in Figure 2.4 is then given in Figure 2.5, where we use the linear model as the example, and 

each subsystem is a single-input and single-output (SISO) system, (ui denotes the element i 

lf r f  of vector u and ui denotes the element i of vector u ). 



Figure 2.5 : Diagram of lag block 

To see the effect of the inertia &tor, first set a unit step input u,, the output U: as 

the function oft, is given by: 

The step responses with several diffierent values of r are shown in Figure 2.6. 

Figure 2.6 : Step responses with Merent values of r 

Then set ramp ftnction input ui (u, = t for t 2 0, and ui = 0 for t < 0 ), the output 

u f, is given by 



The various trajectories of u r  are shown in Figure 2-7 based on the diff-t values of r 

Figure 2.7 : Trajectories of u p  with different values of s 

2.6 Lagged Models of the RTP System 

In this section, we introduce two lagged models for the wafer RTP system. The fim 

is the lagged linear model and the second is the lagged nonlinear model. Each model 

includes the ideal RTP system and lag fsctor. 

2.6.1 Linear Model of the RTP System 

The state-space model for the ideal linear wafer RTP system is represented by Equa- 

tion (2.28) and Equation (2.3 l). If the lag f'actot is added, we have to replace the vector sig- 

nal u with rcv in Equation (2.28). 

For the lag factor, we could obtain the statespace model from analyzing the single 

SISO subsystem. From the transfer firaction (Equation (2.32)), we could have 
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lamp Define states xi , where x? = u r .  We can obtain the state-space equations for the 

SISO subsystem as 

x? 
lamp = apII + bizif. 

r f ,  lamp 
Ui - ctxi , 

1 1 where ai = -, b, = -,and ci = 1. 
5 t 

By combing all the subsystems in Figure 2.5, we can obtain the state-space equa- 

tions for the fag fkctor, 

.ramp ramp 
x = Aaddc + *ad# 

lamp u r z  cad8 - 

where 

; I and Cadd = diag(cl. c2, -.., cJ) . 

To simplify presentation for a statespace realization (A,B,C,D), we use the packed 

natation, l q ]  . to represent its transfe matrix D + c (SI- A) in continuous time or 
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D + C(ZI-A)-'B indiscrete time. 

Let Oi , be a i-by-j zero matrix (i and j are any positive integers). The linear model 

in Figure 2.4 can be represented as follows: 

From Equation (2.28) and Equation (2.393, we can have 

k m p  x=Rr+B,C, ,bc  . (2.40) 

By combining Equation (2.40) and Equation (2.38), we can obtain the linear state 

equation as 

A 
and the output equation with the combined state vector I JamP 

Then, the RTP system can be shown in one block as 

2.6.2 Nonlinear Model of the RTP System 

The vector-matrix form of a nonlinear ideal Waf= RTP system is represented by 
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E m o n  (2.16) and Equation (2.17). If the lag ktor  is added, we have to replace the vector 

signal P with P' in Equation (2.16). 

lamp lamp Let us define p as the sfate vector, where p = P' . From Equation (2.38) 

and Equation (2 J9), we can have 

lamp 
@lamp = A o d s  +Bad& (2.43) 

lamp df I cad(# - (2*44) 

From Equation (2.16), and Equation (2.17), we can have 

T = C Y C-'[dadf + K ~ ~ * ~ T + P ~ T - T ~ ~  + L P ~ ) .  (2.45) 

By substituting Equation (2.44) into Equation (2.45), and combining that equation 

with Equation (2.43), we can obtain the vector-matrix equation for the nodinear wsfer RTP 

system as 

Once mathematical models of the RTP system are obtained, the analysis can be con- 

tinued. In the next chapter, we will focus on the design of the discrete-time controllers. 



Chapter 3 Real-Time Control System 

In this chapter, the designs of s m r a l  discretetime fesdback contro1lers are pre- 

sented. The plant model used is discretized as the wafia hear model given by Eqgation 

(2.41) and Equation (2.42). 

3.1 Control Strategy 

A block diagram of the basic real-time control system used in this thesis is shown in 

Figure 3.1, where ldeS is a scalar signal. (Recall P is a lamp power J-vector, ? is is sensor 

temperature N-vector, J is the number of lamp zones and Nis the number of sensors.) 

I sensor temperature signals I 

desired 
temperature 
trajectory lamp power 

?$ 

Figure 3.1 : Block diagram of the real-time wafer RlT and control systems 

A real time muhivariable strategy is used to control the uniformity and repeatability 

of wafer temperature in RTP. This strategy is based on a physical model of the process 

where the model parameters are estimated using an experimental design procedure. The 

control law design method is used to automatically compute the lamp powers to a multi- 

zone array of concentric heating unes to make wafer temperatures follow the desired tra- 

7 control signals 
' s 

P controller wafer 
RTP 

I 
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jectories and achieve wafer temperature unifiOL113iity. Control actions are made in respome to 

real-time f a k  idormation provided by temperature sensing at mdtiple points across 

the wafer and the pre-specified desired temperature trajectory. 

Control design on a particular system hvolves many choices, Wre: 

sensors and their placement 

actuators and their placement 

controllaw. 

AU of these are important in development of a complete control system, but in this 

chapter we focus on the control law used to achieve spatial temperature dormity. The con- 

trollers we design under the control law should: 

be able to make the temperatures at all points on the wafer closely follow 

desired temperature trajectories that are entireIy specified before the wafer pro- 

cess steps begin; 

be able to ensure such trajectory-folIowing despite uncertainty about many sys- 

tem variables such as wafer dimensions and surface conditions, the exact tem- 

peratures of components of the reaction chamber, chamber gas composition and 

its effect on convective cooling, and so on; 

guarantee satisfactory trajectory-foilowing for a wide range of desired trajecto- 

ries. 

3.2 Discretization 

The lamp power settings in the system are controlled by a digital computer, which 
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takes samples of the temperrrtures at discrete time instants. Suppose the sampIer is idea 

which is represented as S. The lamp power signals wil l  most likely be zemorder-hold 

(which is represeated as H) signals, that is, signals which are constant between sample 

instants. We use a broken line to repmat the discrete-time system to distinguish it fiom the 

continuous-time system W e  use the notation (k) to r e p e n t  the sampled signals during 

time kh I r < (k + 1) h , where L is the sampling period and k can be taken as any nonnega- 

tive integer value. Therefore, the controller in Figure 3.1 is represented in Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3 2  : Block diagram of the digital controller 

Since we are going to design digital controllers, it makes sense to transform continu- 

ous-time wafer model into discretetime model, which has exactly the same behavior as the 

con~uous-time system at the sampling instants. The approach here is to put zmrder-hold 

at the inputs and ideal samp1er at the outputs of the wafer RTP (Figure 3.3). 

Figure 3 -3 : Discrete-time nonlinear wafa model 

Two controllers designed in Section 3.7 and Section 3.8 are discrete-time controUers 
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based on the discrete-the linear model. Theref-, we also need a discfete-time linear 

model for design purposes (Figure 3.4). 

Figure 3.4 : Discrete-time hear wafkr model 

Several ways an available to discrehe a continuous-time system. c2d (this is a Mat- 

lab hction) is used hen to map the state-space data for the wafa RTP in Equation (2.41) 

and Equation (2.42) to discrete-time state-space data. 

To simplify the representation, let us also define the matrices in Equation (2.41) and 

Equation (2.42) as 

Therefore, the mapped discrete-time state-space data are given as 

The state-space e~uations of the discrete-time hear model can be written as 

x(k + 1) = A 8 ( k )  + Bdu(k), and (3.3) 
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3 3  Control Modules 

A model-based control algorithm was developed to automatically manipulate the 

lamp powers in response to errors between the wafa temperature rneasufemmts (sensor 

temperature signals) and the desired temperature trajectory. The issues that have to be con- 

sidered when developing this control strategy include, 

time needed to damp the temperature errors, 

control effort requhd to damp out the temperam emrs 

repeatability of the lamp power-temperature trajectory profiles, 

uniformity during the process ramps and holds, 

time needed to get the control system running on a system, 

robustness of the control strategy to slow process variations, modifications to 

the equipment design, or modifications to the sensors, 

number and interpretation of parameters available to the operator for ease of 

tuning controller in the field 

Based on the model deveiapment, the control law is developed. Among many algo- 

rithms, we chose both open-loop transient control and feedback solution to meet these 

objectives. The methodology to design this controller can be d e s c r i i  as follows. 

A nonlinear model is employed and derived for application of the control sys- 

tem design. The nonlinear model is then linearized at a sampling instant. This 

hear model is placed in discrete time state-space format, aml the state-space 

equations are given by Equation (3.3), and Equation (3.4). 
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The studies of wafa tempatm ccmtmI in the RTP system (Nor [92]) has indi- 

cated that multivariable contro~ of the lamp powers is more successll than the 

scalar control- So the control systems are designed as W O  systems, 

A more detailed block diagram for the control strategy in discrete-time is shown in 

Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.5 : Control system block diagram (include the wafa R W  system) 

From the above block diagram, we can see that the control system has two parts. One 

is the open-loop power computation, which is non-causal and nonlinear (see Section 3.4 for 

more details). The other is the bear feedback controller (see Section 3.5 for more details), 

which has two sampled inputs. One is the sensor signals 7s (k) , and the other is the desired 

process temperature ? (k) . The outputs of the control system also have two parts. One is 

OL 
the open-loop lamp power P (k) , which is b m  the open-loop transient control, and the 

other is the feedback lamp power dB (k) , which is adjusted by the feedback controllerer 
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3.4 Optimal Design for Open-Loop Tkansient Control 

In this subsection, we fornulate an optimal opes-loop design problem to find the 

optimal lamp power setting for each lamp zone which results in the best achievable temper- 

ature tmSormity while tracking a pre-specified trajectory. 

We fim derive a steady-state optimization criterion Then we consider a dynamic 

optimization criteria: rampup and cooldown Finally, an optimization problem is formu- 

lated for optimal lamp power settings by combining the steady-state and dynamic optimiza- 

tion criteria. 

W e  start by examining the heat loss profiles over the wafer under various processing 

conditions and various temperatures. The basic idea behind this method is to cornpeasate for 

the heat losses by manipulating the heat flux of lamp rings. Thus it follows that if we can 

perfectly compensate for the heat loss ova the wafer, we can achieve perfect temperatures. 

It should be noted that the near-dorm steady-state hold is essential to d o n n  processing. 

At one sampling period, the goal would be to find the lamp power setting at each lamp zone 

that minimizes the worst case diffetence between c ( k )  , the steady-state temperature of 

element i with these lamp power settings, and (k) , desired temperature of wafer e1e- 

ment i (Equation (3.5)), 

One way to appmximately get the values of optimal lamp powers for each sampling 

period, the optimal lamp power poL (k) is given by 
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poL (k) = ys (k) + pdYn (k) (3 -6) 

where a &vector (k) balances the loss of the heat fiom the wafa by radiation and con- 

vection, and a &vector flYn (k) addg enough additional heat to obtain a rate of temperam 

increase close to the dedvative of desired temperature at al l  points on the wafer- 

The quantity of Fs (k) is evaluated by interpolation in a pre-computed table of val- 

ues of P'S (2') at a grid of temperature T space, of approximatelyy 50K apart over the work- 

ing range of the RTP system, 

)cp(P (k+ 1) + P (k) 
pdYn (k) = ( P(R+ 1) -?(k) 

2 p n i f  

h . W 9 (3.8) 

unif where J-vector P is chosen such that for each wafer element i, 

From Equation (3.7) and Equation (3.8), we can see that the computations of the 

optimal lamp powers are nonlinear and non-causal. The non-cawality is caused by the fact 

that the computations depend on the forward information of the desired temperature. How- 

ever, this is not a problem since the desired temperature is pre-specifid 

Note that it is very hard and unnecessary to find the exactly optimal lamp powers for 

the practical controller since the wafer model will have slight errors. Therefore, we will add 
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the feedback controller in the desige 

3.5 Feedback Control 

During RTP, each wafer sees a slightly different process environment and the model 

also has a slight enor because of uncertainty about numy system variables. A feedback con- 

trol system is one approach to handle these prob1ems. Therefa, if the wafa RTP model has 

a slight difference from the actuaI system, the feedback controller can automatically adjust 

the feedback lamp powers to achieve the process recpkements- This feedback system can be 

used to sped  up transient response, improve steady-state characteristics, provide d i s m  

bance rejection and decrease sensitivity to parameter variations. 

The control system should be able to track a wide range of desired temperature na- 

jectories. It is inconvenient to have the nomid temperatures close to the desired tempera- 

tures during wafer RTP. The feedback controllers design in this chapter only need one set of 

nominal lamp powers and corresponding nominal temperatures. They will automaticaly set 

the feedback lamp powers to achieve near Mormity across the wafk at short time. The 

largest di f fmce between the nominal temperature and desired temperature can be about a 

hundred Kelvin degrees. 

We have designed several common types of feedback controllers for the wafa RTP 

temperature controI. The simulation results will be discussed in Chapter 5. These feedback 

conaoUas are Proportional controller (P), Proportional-IntegraI controller (PI), Linear Qua- 

dratic Gaussian controlla (LQG) and LQG controller with one additional error Integrator 

state (LQGI). 
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3.6 Designs of P and PI Controllers 

Before we go to the complicated design, we would like to see how the simple con- 

trolIers work In this section, we introduce two f-k ccmtroUers: P and PI contro11ers. In 

our design cases, we only consider one situation in which to simplify and show the designs. 

This situation is to assume that: 

the number of sensors is equal to the number of lamp zones 

the f b k  gains are applied as diagonaI matrices 

We use a non-linear wdcl RTP model for these two controIlers since the designs are 

based on trial-and-error wafer temperature simulations. The total number of sensors (or 

lamp zones) will form the size of the feedback gain. 

3.6.1 P Controller 

The proportional feedbgck c-01 (only feedback gain controller) is one of the sim- 

plest controllers. The general form of proportional control is u, = K,e, where u, is the 

control output(s), e is the control input(s) and K' is the feedback gain (which can be scalar 

or matrix). 

Under the assumptions made above, the g e n d  term of Kp can be simply applied as 

K, = diag ( [gl, . .., gN] ) , where we use Nto represent the number of sensors or actuators. 

We can view this proportional controller as a m p ~ e r s  with "knob"s to adjust the gains up or 

down. Each lamp zone is independently controlled by its own amplifier. 

The values of these cdcients  are selected based on the maximum lamp powers of 



corresponding lamp zones. We apply the largest coefficient to the corresponding lamp zone 

which has the mest maximum power. hitially, we have to use experience to guess values 

for these coefficients, then we do the simulations, and cedge the values a little, one at a 

time. Step by step, we pick the coefficients which have the acceptable temperature tmjecto- 

ries. Figure 3.6 represents the block diagram the control system with P controUer. 

wafer 2%) * f - a----P-"--.jRTpl - - - - - - - - - - -  
a 

dB (k) : P coutro~er 
a 

i .o.o------ ,, ~ f ? ? -  [ a 

-----,a 

Figure 3.6 : Block diagram of P control system 

Ih Figure 3.6, The control gain K is slightly different from 4. This is because we 

have introduced Merent input signals for this contro1ler.. The inputs for Kp should be the 

errors between desired temperature and sensor temperatures in order for the plant to track 

the specified process trajectory. However, the inputs we have are (at Ks sampling period), 

N x  (N+ I )  
define 1, , , as m-by-n matrix of ones. The feedback gain K (K E R ) could be 

represented by Kp as 

1 -~d in Section To simplify the presentation, we will use F to represent the item l N x  



After designing the P controller, we need to place it back in the real-time system. 

Figure 3.7 shows the system we will use to implement in Chapter 4. 

Figure 3.7 : Real-time computer control system (P controller) 

The proportional feedback control can reduce error responses to disturbances, but it 

may have a steady-state offset (or droop) in response to a constant reference input, and may 

not be entirely capable of rejezting a constant disturbance. In addition, proportionai feed- 

back increases the speed of response, but enlarges the transient ovemhoot. For higher-order 

systems, Iarge values of the proportional feedback gain will typically lead to instability. 

3.6.2 PI Controller 

The primary reason for intern control is to reduce or eliminate constant steady-state 

efcors, but this benefit typically comes at the cost of worse transient response. The PI con- 

troller is one of the most practical and widely used controUers in industry. The reasons for its 

widespread use are that it requires very little lmowledge of the piant dynamics, and the 

methods of determining the controIler parameters are well knows 

The design can be carried out by discretization continuous-time transfer fiuaction 

qs) to discrete-time transfer function G(z). Based on the assumptions made on page 40 
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and the design for P controller in Section 3.6.1, we can have PI controIler as, 

G (s) = Kp + 

where rPI is the time for the integrator outputs to reach K, with input of unities. (K' has the 

same size as 4)- The block diagram of PI wntroHer in the continuous-time can be shown 

in Figure 3.8. (mux is used to group s w d  scalar and vector signals into a formed vector 

signals). 

Figure 3.8 : Block diagram of continuous-time PI controllex (I) 

Since K, has the same size as Kp and Kp is a diagonal matrix, we can nform the controller 

as shown in Figure 3.9. 

K 

Figure 3 .9 : Block diagram of continuous-time PI controller 0 

1 1 From Figure 3.9, -K[K; is a n-by-n diagonal matrix (use - to represent the 
=PI 

res ' i 
diagonal coefficients for this matrix). Define KI as K, = diag (kI, . . . , kN) . Therefore we 

res - gi can have ri - -T~,. The small ir value gives the fan response with a big overshoot. 
ki 

A number of methods of mapping G (s) to G (2) are available. The method used 



The black diagram for the d e r  RTP with PI controller in discrete-time is similar to 

Figure 3.6. The different part is that the PI contn,Uer replaas the P controller (Figure 3.10). 

We form the integral part as one block called INTG. 

P (k) 

Figure 3.10 : Structure of the discreteetime PI controller 

To design this particular control loop, t;= has to be admed to arrive at acceptable 

performance. 

As P controller, we place PI controller back to the real-time system as Figure 3.1 1. 

- - - - - - - 

Figure 3.11 : Real-time computer control system (PI controller) 

3.7 LQG Controller Design 

Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control methodology is an optimal control design 

methodology minimi7jag a quadratic cost function subject to linear constraints with Gauss- 

ian noise on the inputs and outputs. The controller and estimator gains of an LQG compen- 

sator are obtained from the solutions of the controuer Riccati equation and the estimator 
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Riccati eqation. The LQG control methodology can be appiied directly here because the 

linear model for wafer RXP is available. 

3.7.1 LQG Controller for the Wder RTP 

The discrete-time linear model for wafer RTP is given as Equation (3.3) and Equa- 

tion (3.4). Based on that model, we add process noise ( ~ ( k ) )  in each chermel of the system 

inputs, and measurement noise (rjk)) in each channel ofthe system outputs. Both noises are 

assumed to be zero-mean white Gaussian noise for the design purpose. We do not know how 

the process noise affects the water RTP, but we can make the assumption that the process 

noise has the same effect to the system as the linear model inputs have. This assumption is 

reasonable if we can prove the controller works in Chapter 5. Therefore, the state-space 

equations for this system are changed to 

x(k + 1) = A#(k) + Bdu(k) + Bdw(k), and (3.10) 

k )  = C#(M +v(& (3.1 1) 

The optimal discrete-time LQG control task is to determine the contro11er gain (K' 

and estimator gain (KJ such that the performance index J, 

is minimal, where E denotes the expected value, R is a symmetric positive definite input 

T weight matrix, and Q is a symmetric positive semidefinite state weight matrix ( . is the 

matrix transpose). 

The minimum of J is obtained for the feedback u = -Kcx, with the gain matrix, 



Kc = B;S,, and S, is the solution of the controUer Riccati equation, 

T The optimal estimator gain is given by K, = S f i  , where Sf is the solution of the 

estimator Riccati equation, 

where V is a symmetric positive definite, sensor noise covariance matrix, 

and W is a symmetric positive semi-date, process noise covariance matrix. 

and E ( - } is an expectation operator. 

The design of the discrete-time LQG controller can be taken in four steps: 

1 - design estimate gain (KJ 

2. design controller gain (0 

3. form LQG controller 

4. introduce the desired temperature trajectory. 

3.7.2 Design of Estimator Gain 

The controlla law, which designs the optimal feadback gain, assumed that all the 

state variables are available for feedback, but in the wafer RTP, not all the wafet element 

temperatures are measlued, because the cost of the required sensors may be prohl'bitive, or it 
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may be physically imposs1lbe to measure all the state variab1es- Thesefore, it is necessary to 

reconstruct all the state variables fbm few sensor measurements- The method of estimation 

used in this design is a M-order estimate, which will estirnate all the states. 

Since the process noise and the meamanent noise are both assumed to be zero- 

mean white Gaussian noise, we can have, 

T E { w )  = E ( v )  = E { w v )  = 0 .  

We design a discrete linear -tic estimator (K, ) for the system, such that the dis- 

crete, stationary Kalman filter with obsenration update, 

2(k) = Z(k) + K' Cy(k) - C A k )  ) , 

and state update, 

Z(k+ l )  = A&k) +Bdu(k), 

produces LQG optimal estimate states 3. 

From Equation (3.1 S), we can tell the size of the estimate gain is (J + I)-byJ The 

estimate output vector p equals f . 

Matlab has the hction, dlqe (A+ Bd, C+ W, V) to retum the estimate gain matrix 

Based on the assumption made in Section 3.7.1, we can assume that t h a  is no rela- 

tionship between noises at two lamp zones. Therefore, the process noise covariance matrix 

W can be applied as a diagonal matrix. The element values of this matrix depend on the 

maximum lamp powers of the corresponding lamp zones. We usually set the biggest coeffi- 

cient to the corresponding lamp zone which has the biggest maximum lamp power. The 
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matrix W should look like this, 

W = diog(wl, w2, ..., w/X 

where wl is for irmer lamp zone and wJ is for the edge lamp zone. 

Suppose alI the sensors (the total number is N) have the same measurement @ty. 

The sensor noise covariance matrix V should look like this, 

V =  v ~ ,  (3.18) 

where the scaIar v is selected based on the ratio between sensor measured temperature and 

lamp power settings. 

3.7.3 Design of Controller Gain 

The second step in the LQG controller design is to find the control law as f d a c k  

of the hear combination of the state vaxiabIes, that is, 

From the above equation, we can tell that Kc is &by-(J+ I) matri~~. This design is also 

which solves the controller Riccati equation (Equation (3.13)), and gives the optimal con- 

stant matrices Kc. 

The selections of weighting matrices Q andR are important drtring the optimal feed- 

back gain desigq more discussion will be displayed in Section 3.7.6. 
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3.7.4 Formation of  the LQG CoatmIIer 

The contra1 system has sensed temperatures ?(k) as inputs and has adjusted fad- 

back lamp powers u,(k) as outputs. Based on the discretetime hear model (Equation (33) 

and Equation (3.4)), the optimal estimate gain K' and the optimal estimate control gain Kc, 

assume al l  the inputs of the system are control inputs and ali the outputs of the system are 

sensor outputsy discme-time LQG controller can be formed in statespace model as, 

3.12. Note that the inputs ?(k) are not the final inputs to the LQG controller we use, see 

Section 3 -7.5 for more details. 

Figure 3.12 : The compensator stnrcture of the discrete-time LQG controller 

To simplify the presentation, we define AK, BK, CK and DK as the state-space data 

for the LQG controller. Therefore, 
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'K = AdKc + * $ h e  

C, = Kc-K$eCdy and 

D = K$". 

We can use MatIab fimction, 

[AP Bjp clo DKl = dreg(A& Bd, cd, oU+I) X )  

to get the state-space data for the LQG controuer. 

Note that the LQG controller should be connected to the plant using negative feed- 

back 

3.7.5 Desired Temperature 'LhjectOry 

The final step of LQG control system design is to introduce the desired temperature 

trajectory in such a way that the plant outputs will track d commands with acceptable 

rise-timey overshoot, and settling-time values. Therefore, the LQG control inputs have to be 

changed as 

Note that the estimate output vector p is a (J+I)-vector. The first J outputs an for the 

lagged lamp powers and the next loutputs are for the wafer element temperatures. Since we 

have to introduce the desired temperature to each of the wafii elements, we add a block, 

simply as a gain 11, , , to transfa this scalar signal fa to a vector signals. Then we corn- 

bine a J dimensional zero vector signal with f Om and 1 *, , to form the new vector signals 



The block diagram of the LQG control system is shown as Figure 3.13, which is only 

used to design the LQG cmtroUer and is not the real-time system we implement in Chapter 

4. The wafer RTP is represented as a linear model, linearized about a nominal temperature 

and nominal lamp powers. 

: wlk): ptocessnoise : qk) : nmsamment noise 
I 

* 
I 
a 

I 

I wafer linear model I 
I 

Figure 3.13 : Black diagram of LQG control system 

After designing the LQG controller, we place it back in the real-time system (Figure 

3.14). Note that the LQG controUer is connected to the plant using negative feedback by 

intaducing the negative sign of 9 and positive sign of IdCS. 



Figure 3.14 : Real-time computer control system (LQG controller) 

3.7.6 Design of the Weighting Matrices for Optimal Feedback Gain 

Different weighting matrices Q and R for optimal feedback gain Kc will cause huge 

differences in the LQG control system. We make Q small and R large if we do not want large 

inputs, but we lose the control precision. Otherwise, we make Q large and R small if we 

want fast response and do not mind large inputs. To reach the best control, we provide the 

calculations involved for selecting the weighting matrices below. 

The input weighting matrix R is chosen as diag (rl .  . . ., r,) . where rl is for the 

inner lamp m e ,  and rJ is for the edge lamp zone. The element values of R depend on the 

maximum lamp powers of the corresponding lamp zones. As we mentioned in Chapter 1, the 

maximum lamp powers for lamp zones are all different, Usually, the inner lamp zone has the 

smallest maximum lamp power and the edge lamp zone bas the largest maximum lamp 

power. We apply the biggest coefficient to the corresponding lamp zone which has the small- 

est maximum lamp power. Therefore, the value of r,  should be the largest and the value of 

r, is the smallest 
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The calculation of the state weighting matrix Q is more compiicated. In the follow- 

ing, we d y z e  the wafa temperature errors at one samphg period to generate the Q. To 

simplify the notation, we will move  the discme-time notation (k) fiom all temperature 

notations and they s t i l l  represent the discrete-time notations. 

Let em represent the average value for the temperature errors ( e in Figure 3-13), 

1 I 
where erne = - Zi. Then one measure of o v d  nonuniformity is: I 

i =  1 

From the LQG controller design (one of the design goals as rninimin'ng the sum of the 

T 
squares, e Qe ), we can chose a hby-1 matxk Mas, 

where M can be written as, 

The left side of Equation (3.23) is given as, 
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For Equation (324), we h e  the descriptions as follows: 

-2 2 -2 items e , , e2, . . .el , have codicient: mii 

item ZiZj , has coefficient: 5. 

The right side of the E~llation (323) is given as, 

2 2 
f -z1e2+...+ -zI-2z[-, 
Z f 

For Equation (325), we have the descriptions as 

-2 2 -2 items e z2, . . . el , have coefficient: 

follows: 

3 

( I -  1) 1 - 1-1 + (1-1)7 - - 
I 

2  -2(1-1) x 2 *  ( 1 4 ) -  
IZ 

?, which is -2 r 

If we compare the descriptions for both sides of Equation (3.23), we can obtain, 

- I -  1 mii - - -2 
1 

, and - = m..+m.. .  
I  rJ I2 
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Since Q is a positive semidefinite weighting matrix, we can have my = mji, and therefore, 

From Equation (3 26) and Eqpation (3 27), the Mmatrix is given as, 

Note if the wafer temperature is pnfectly un8orm, Equation (3.23) will be equal to 

zero, even if the average wafer temperature is not close to setpoint However, it is one of our 

design goals to let the average temperature be close to the process setpoint temperature. A 

Finally, the Q matrix can be represented as Equation (3.29). Since we do not care 

about the states for the lag f'actor, the corresponding elements in the Q matrix are chosen as 

zeroes. The scalar c2 can be adjusted to change the relative weighting of non-unZormity and 

setpoint error in the cost fhction. The scalar cl can be adjusted to change the relative 

weighting of temperature error and actuator use in the cost hction. 
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3.8 LQG Controller with Integrator 

Like the P controIIer, the LQG controlIer g e n d y  has a non-zero steady-state exror 

because the controller itself is only an optGnal feedback gain. The LQG controller with inte- 

grator(~) (L,QGI) can provide better control precision. In this section, we design a LQGI 

controller to take away the non-zefo steady-state errors at one integrator output and make 

the wafa average temperature closer to the desired process temperature compared to the 

LQG controller. 

3.8.1 Control System Structure and Weighting Matrices 

In this controller design, we select one output fiom the linear wafer model given in 

Equation (3.3) as input parameter of the integrator.. The output fkom the integrator is added 

as an additional input to the estimator. We number this input as Y ( Y = J +  I+ 1 ). The 

reformed inputs for the LQGI wntrolIer are then given as 

where xhk) = xi (k- 1) and i is the comsponding index of the selected output. 

With the new states in Equation (3.30), the linear system state expation can be regen- 

erated as, 

Use the LQG control methodology descri i  in Section 3.7, we can design an opti- 



mal estimate gain Kel and an optimal f e k  gain Kd to combine a LQG controller fm 

the hear system given as Equation (3.30) and Equation (3 3 1). W e  call this controller LQGI 

to distinguish fiom the regular LQG controller. 

The block diagram of LQGI control system is similar to Figure 3.13, and the differ* 

ent part, LQGI controller, is shown in Figure 3.15. In this figure* yi is the selected output 

from discrete-time linear model. (demux is used to separate a fonned vector into s e v d  

scaler or vector signals). 

Since the inputs to the estimator add an additional dimension, the outputs f?om the 

estimator also add an additional dimension. We need to iniMomuce one more nomi.mil temper- 

ature signal corn, which represents the nominal temperature for the corresponding selected 

output. We also need to introduce the desired temperature signal to this estimate output 

Figure 3.15 : Block diagram of LQGI controuer 

The sensor noise covariance matrix V' should add one more dimension. If we treat 
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the integrator input as the same as the other inputs, we can have, 

v~ = v q ~ + ~ )  - (3 -32) 

The process noise covariance matrix WI should be the same because the number of 

system lamp zones is still the same. 

The state weighting matrix Ql should also add ow more dimension. If we treat the 

integrator state as the same as the others, we can have, 

therefore, QI is formed as, 

Q, = 

The input weighting matrix RI should be the same because the number of the system lamp 

zones is not changed. 

3.8.2 Design Steps 

Based on the LQG controller design discussed in Section 3.7, the LQGI controller 

can be designed using the following steps: 

1. select an output, as the input parameter of the integrator 

2. connect integrator in series to the wafer linear model and fonn a new linear plant 

model 
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3. add one more dimension on matrix VI and matrix Q* 

4. reset the coefficient ri for but weighting matrix R,, cl and c, for state weight- 

ing matrix QI, wi for process noise covariance maaix WI, and v for sensor noise 

covariance matrix Vl . 

5. design the estimate wby-(L + I )  matrix Kd with the integrator 

6. design the feedback (L + 1)oby-J matrix Kc* with the additional weighting of the 

integrator state 

7. generate the state-space data AD Bm CRI, and Du fa the LQGI controller 

8. introduce the desired temperature trajectory 

9. place the LQGI contro1Ier back in the real-time system as in Figure 3.16. 

Figure 3.16 : Real-time computer control system (LQGI controller) 

All the controlXers designed in this chapter are tested to be stable and will be imple- 

mented in Matlab Sirnulink and Unix computing envifonment. The simulation results will 

be discussed in Chapter 5. The real-time soffware design in C language and the implementa- 

tion for the wafer RTP and the control systems are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Software Design and 

Implementation 

This chapter focuses on the real-time sofhare design and the use of high-level com- 

puting hguages to implement the wafer RTP system. Suggestions for graphic user inter- 

face (GUI) designs are presented near the end of the cbapter, The wafer RTP mathematical 

model used in this chapter is given as Equation (2.46). The radiative heat transfers between 

wafer e1ements are neglected because they are really small, compared to the majority ofthe 

heat flow inside the chamber- 

4.1 Introduction 

Real-time computer systems must interact with the outside world on terms that are 

dictated by events taking place there. The computations that are done in response to those 

events must not only produce the c o r n  results, but must also produce those results at the 

right time. The physical system usually contains s e v d  measuring devices, which the com- 

puter must interrogate to get information, as well as several actuators, which receive signals 

fiom the computer to control their actions (Figure 4.1). 

At the heart of most real-time computation systems there are usually some key cal- 

culations. This could be a trend analysis of incoming data, generation of waveforms for sys- 

tem excitation, computation of the actuation signals on the basis of the measured signals. 



Figure 4.1 : A real-time system 

For the wafer RV, the control of wafer temperatures is accomplished by adjusting 

the lamp powers to achieve the process temperature rapiremen@, and to let temperatures 

across the wafer be close to uaifonnity. The real-time system for wafer RTP is shown as Fig- 

ure 4.2, which has sensor temperatures as the incoming data, and Iamp powers as the actua- 

tion signals. (AID is analog-to-digital conversion, D/A is digital-bandog convetsion). 

Engineering system 

wafer RTP sensor temperatures 1 

Figure 4.2: The real-time system for the wafa RTP 

The above real-time system can be implemented as Figure 4.3. (PC stands for per- 

sonal computer). In some research cases, the actual wafer RTP system will not exist. There- 

fore, we need to implement another computer system to emulate the actual system. We call 

this system a wafer RTP emulator. The implementation structure is shorn as Figure 4.4. 



F I 

Figure 43: Implementation structure for the wafer RTP 

Figure 4.4: Implementation structure with the wafer RTP emulator 

4.2 Application Design Overview 

This section gives brief overview to the designs of the real-time software applica- 

tions for the wafer RTP emulator and digital control system. 

4.2.1 Dedgn Cod 

We need to design two separate software applications to install into two PCs. One is 
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for the digital control system, and the other is fm the wafer RTP emulator. These two appLi- 

cations should only have Iimited data ~~~ll~~unications, which are sensor signals and lamp 

powers, through inputs and outputs (VOs). 

When the actual wafa RTP system (wafer, cham& etc...) does not exist, we need to 

use both software applications. The emulator softwrae should be able to compute the tem- 

peratures across the wafer in real-time- The second software for the control system should 

be able to control the lamp powers for the exnulator- 

When the actual wafer RTP system is attached, we only use the control system soft- 

ware application to control the powers of the physical lamps. This software application 

should have no changes whether it controls the actual system or the emulator. 

We also need to design two separate graphic urn interfgces (GUIs) for these two 

applications. These G U S  should be fiieadly and easy to operate. Each one will include its 

own user input and real-time information. The user input allows the user to manipulate the 

system in different situations within suitable ranges. The rral-time information provides all 

necessary system data. 

The design structure of these two software applications is shown as Figure 4.5. 

4.2.2 Wirfer RTP Emalstor 

This application is  responsible for: 

initializing wafer RTP system model 

reading lamp power seaings h m  controller 

computing temperatures across wafer at each wafier sampling time 

generating and sending s g w n  outputs 



2 power satir 
a eiemem ta 

Wafet RTP Ernuiator 
Application x 

Userrpput 
process tcmperatlae tmjectory 
feedback conmller selection 
feedback controue!rrwetting 

Digital Conno1 System 

User Interface 

Files to Read I 
files for emulator I 

I 
I 

' aes for conmi srjtem 
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Figure 4.5: The design structure of the software applications 

The user inputs are specified fiom the emulator PC (Figure 4.4), which may iaciude: 

wafer RTP model (number of lamp zones, number of wafer elements, number of 

sensors, emissivity, thermal conductivity, specific heat, etc.) 
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wafer RTP hhiakation (initial element temperatures, initial lamp powers, a.) 

The real-time information may have: 

real-time wdet temperature for the center element, etc. 

4.23 Digital Coutrd System 

This application is responsible for; 

initializing the control system 

reading sensor temperatures 

updating new lamp powers at each controller sampling time 

generating and sending lamp power outputs 

The user inputs are manipulated h n  the controller PC (Figure 4.4). It may include: 

process tmjectory (preheat tempemture, ramp up/down point, final temperature, 

process time, etc.) 

feedback controller selection (P, PI, LQG and LQGI) 

feedback controller resetting (feedback gain, rest time, weighting matrices, sam- 

pling period, 

The real-time information may have: 

real-time information for the estimate states 

open-loop lamp power computation 

f-k lamp power calculation, etc. 
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4.3 Implementation in Unh Environment 

L this thesis, we implement the sohare applications in a SUN station under Unix 

environment. This section f m  on real-time tasks. The installation of these applications 

into two separate PCs is introduced as suggestions in Section 4.4. The GUT designs will be 

included in Section 4.5, but not implemented, 

In this implementation, at both emulator and control system applications, several 

types of files are involved W e  introduce them h m  both the user and programmer's points 

of views- 

From the user's point of view, files include: 

editable text files ~enume.&t or$Ietlcnne). These are edited by the user before 

nmning the simulation and the data inside of these files will be read by applica- 

tions during the initialization processes. Editable text files are separated as type I 

@Zename.&t) which only have numbers and as type I1 yirename) which could 

have panuneta names and numbers. 

For the emulator? files include wufmdat, inipdat, ini-ty inteqace, 

io-quant.&t, model_w and serssor~p-dat. (See Section 4.3.4.1). 

For the control system, files are s e t p v a ,  interface, io-quntdat? 

ctq.&t, ccrqi.&t ct_qg.&t and ct-llqght. (See Section 4.3 -5.1). 

Matlab m files ~2enume.m)- These are created by the user to generate text files. 

The user can program them into any type of language as long as the text files are 
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generated correctly. Matlab m files are an example of this implementation. 

For the emulator, the file set-wafim generates wafedat. (See Sec- 

don 4.3 -4.1). 

For the controller, the file set-Iqg-m generates ct-Zqg-dat and the file 

set-lqgi-m generates ct-Zqgidat. (See Section 4.3.5.1). 

executable files (sirnfilename). They are used for runni~g simulations only 

within Unk environment. In this case, we have s i m ~  s i m ~ ~ i .  sim-lqg and 

simMIqgigr (See Section 4 3  -6). 

output text files (FEENt4ME.dat). These are the log files generated when simu- 

lated experiments are running- In this application, we apply two log files, which 

are WMER-Zdat for the emulator (Section 4.3.4.2) and LAM;P'P.dat for the 

controller (Sec don 4.3 S.2). 

From the programmer's perspective, files include: 

non-editable text files (Filenamedat): There are two files, Pss-dot and PunijVat 

for the control system. The programmer has edited these two fdes to calculate 

the values of open-loop lamp powers. These two files should not be edited by the 

user since the data is generated according to the controller design discussed in 

Section 3.4. The data inside these two files will be read by the control system 

application during the initialization process. (See Section 4.3.5.1). 

non-editable Matlab binary file (Fi[ename.mat). There are one group of this kind 

of file, L-8.mat. L-9.mut. L_lO.mat, L-lZmat, etc. for the emulator applica- 

tion. They store values for fraction matrix L (Equation (2.46)) and these values 



should not edit these files since they are generated according to the positions 

between system lamp zones and wafa elements. (See Section 43 A. 1). 

C source files and header files (jiIenume.c andjiIename-h)h). They are developed 

by the programmer in C language to do the implementation. Header files are 

used to d&e or declare C source files. 

For the emulator, files are wafmh and wufmc. (See Section 4.3.4.2). 

For the control system, files include conmZZer:h, set -~$3 ,  setdrexh? 

set-tref c, setsref C, cctg.c, c t j i - c ,  ct-Zqg-c and ct-14gi.c. (See Sec- 

tion 4.3.5.2). 

For the module of U0 emulations (Section 4.3.2)pfiIes include wzMres.hJ 

io-w h, io-c. h, access-w h, accessSc-h, io-w c and io-c. c. 

In the following subsections, we will describe the details of the implementation by 

files to be read, associated values d e e d  in C header files, and C source aes that make up 

the software applications. The three lamp zone system S shown in Figure 2.1 is used in our 

example- 

In the further descriptions aIl  file names are just examples for explanation and they 

can be renarned. If a parameter or a value in a table is marked by a asterisk (*), more expla- 

nation about this parameter or this value follows af ta  that table. 

43.2 Module of UO Emulations 

In our Unix simulation, the IIO boards and cables which communicate between the 

two applications (the emulator and the control system) introduced in Section 4.2 do not 
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physically exist Therefare, besides these two applications, we need to design a module to 

emulate the behaviors of UO boards and cables. 

This module is the only one which provides the communication channeis between 

emulator aad controlla. This is very impo-t because in the real system, emulator and con- 

troller can not manipulate each other's system values and only communicate tbrough 1.0 

boards. With this module, we can separately install emulator and controller applications into 

two PCs without changing the code of emulator and controller applications, or install the 

controlls application on a PC, and replace the emulator appIication with an a c W  wafer 

RTP system without changing the code of the controller application We only have to add the 

physical hardware and replace with a new VO soffwan module which provides the same 

names of hctions as this module. 

Before the simulation starts, this module has to be initializd It reads one value from 

a editable text file (io-quantdat) as the number of quantization levels of the I/O board. For 

example, the most common 12-bit V 0  board has the quantization level as [ 212 - 1 ) , which 

is 4,095. This value is defined according to the bardware specification. If the user wants to 

find out the fimctionality of the control system in the absence of significant quantization 

error, they can put a large number, like 16,7772 15 (24bits), which could not be provided by 

actual IIO boards. To adit io-qzuznt.&t, simply open this file and change the value. Note that 

only one value is inside this file because we assume all the I/O boards provide the same 

number of bits. This file will be also read by the emulator and controller applications. 

Besides the number of quantization levels, there are two other values which are quite 

important for this module. One is the number of communication channels and the other is 



the valid range of wire! voltages. In our case, these values are not editable and are defined in 

the C code. We have defiaed maximum channels as one hundred to provide more than 

enough communication channels and valid voltage range from minimum zero to maximum 

ten Volts. 

According to Figure 4.4, this module .should have four functions which are A/D for 

emulator, D/A for emulator, AID for contro11er and D/A for controller. We program the first 

two fhctions in io-wc and the last twos in io-c-c. The above four fhctions will call other 

four fimctions to provide wire accesses to the emulator and the controller. These four wire 

access hctions are programmed in wires.c. 

The header files involved in this model include: 

w i ~ ~ S h ,  define the number of comhmication channels and valid range of wire 

voltages 

io-w.h, define the UO functions for the emulator 

io-c-h, define the V 0  firnctions for the control system 

access.wh, define wire access to the emulator 

access-c-k, define wire access to the control system. 

The code of these header fdes are provided below. 

/*************t****tt+*****************t*t************************ 

* File: wires.h 
Definitions for communication channels and valid voltage range 

................................................................. 
# define MAILCHANNELS 100 /* number of corranunication channels */ 
# define M1N.V 0 /* minimum voltage */ 
# define l4AX-V 10 /* maximum voltage */ 
/**+*t*****t*t********** end of wires.h **t**+************t******/ 

/**************************************************************** 
File: i0,w.h 



Define the I / O  functions for emulator 
*t**************************************************************/ 

int emulatorAtoD (int lamp,zone) ; 

convert voltage read from actuator wire to quantization of 
lamp power 

PRE: 'lamp-zonea must be positive integer 
POST: if lamp-zone <= MAX-CHANNELS, analog voltage is read from 

actuator wire according to lamp zone, convert to digital 
quantization and this quantization is returned. 

if lamp-zone > MzutCHANNELS, zero is returned 
*/ 

void emulatorDtoA ( int  sensor-quant, int sensor-index) ; 

convert quantization of sensor temperature to voltage set to 
sensor wire 

PRE : mse.nsor,index' ntus t be positive integer 
msensor,quantu must be no less than 0 and no large than the 

number of quantization levels read from io,guant.dat 
POST: if sensor-index <= -CHANNELS, analog voltage is 

converted according to the sensor quantization and set 
to sensor wire according to sensor index 

otherwise, diagnostic is printed and program is aborted 

iat controllerAtoD(int input-index) ; 
/* 
* convert voltage read from sensor wire to quantization of 
* sensor temperature 
* 
* PRE: Yinput,indexa must be positive integer 
POST: if input-index (= -CHANNELS, analog voltage is read from 

* sensor wire according to input index and convert to 
t digital quantization and this quantization is returned 
t if input-index 
*/  

void controllerDtoA(int 
/* 
* convert quantization 
* actuator wire 
* 
PRE: uoutput,indexm 

> MAX-CHANNELS, zero is returned 

actuator-quant, int output-index) ; 

of lamp power to voltage set to 

must positive integer 



* aactuator,quantu must be no less than 0 and no large than the 
number of quantization levels read from io-quaat. dat 

POST: if output-index <= MAt(,CHANNELS, analog voltage is converted 
according to actuator quantization and set to actuator 

* wire according to output index 
otherwise, diagnostic is printed and program is aborted 

*/ 
/++*+*+r)***+**+t*****f** a d  of i~,~,b +******+******************/ 

* file: access-w-h 
Definitions for wires access to emulator 

................................................................. 
double get,actuatorwirevolt:(int lamp-zone); 
/* 
* get voltage from actuator wire 
* 
* PRE: mlamp,zonem must be positive integer and no larger 
* than MAX,CHANNELS 
POST: return actuator wire voltage according to the lamp,zone 

*I 

set,sensorwirevolt(double sensor-voltage, int sensor-index); 
/* 
* send voltage to sensor wire 
* 
* PRE: 'sensor,indexR must be positive integer and no larger 
* than -CHANNELS 
* msensor,voltagem must be no less than MlX..V and 
* no larger than MAX-V 
POST: voltage on sensor wire is set according to sensor index 

*/ 
/*t++******************* md of access,w,h ****t+r*+*t*t*********/ 

File: access-c.b 
Definitions for wires access to control system 

****************t*****~*****************************************/ 

double get,sensorwirevolt(int input-index); 
/* 
* get voltage from sensor wire 

* PRE: Minput,indexw must be positive integer and no larger 
* than  CHANNELS 
* POST: return sensor wire voltage according to input index 
*/  

void set,actuatorwirevolt(double actuator,voltage,int output-index); 
/* 
* send voltage to actuator wire 



* PRE: moutput,indexL. must be positive integer and no larger 
* than -CHANNELS 
* mactuator~voltage" must be no less than MIN-V and no 
* larger than =V 
* POST: voltage on actuator wire is s e t  according to output index 
*/ 

/ * * + + + * t t t * t r t + * + * * t f * * * *  of access c,b * t * * * * + * * * * + + * t * * c t * * * * /  - 

To explain how this module works, we use the contro1 system as an exampie. To get 

sensor quantizatiom, the controller application calls firaction contn,ZIerAtoD which calls 

wire access hction gef-sens~~revoIt to get voltages fiom YO boards attd converts volt- 

ages to corresponding quantizations for sensor temperatures. To send lamp power quantiza- 

tiom, the contro1ler application calls hction controIIwDtoA to check on quantizations to 

make sure these quantizations are within valid ranges, converts ~uantizatiom to wite volt- 

ages, and calls wire access funetion settactuatorwirevoIt to send voltages to V 0  boards. 

433 Module for Matrix and Vector Calculations 

The implementation involves a lot of matrix and vector calcuiations. It is useful to 

defme data types which can be used to store vector and matrix values. It is also useful to 

design a module to handle all the matrix and vector actions. 

Two data structures built in our example are 

typedef struct 
1 

i n t  row; /* number of matrix row */ 
int cbf; /* number of matrix column * /  
double **el; /* pointer's point to  element storage */ 

1 MATRIX; 

typedef struct 
I 
int nel; /* number of vector element */ 
double *el; /* pointer to element storage */ 

) VECTOR; 
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In our Unix simulation, one copy of this module is linked a the pmgram for both 

applications, but it does not provide an extra communication channel W e e n  the emulator 

and controller. I .  the system whae the emulator and conttoUer run on separate PCs, each 

application has its own copy of this module. 

The file we named f-vec-mt-c is programmed for this module and its functions are 

listed as follows: 

allocating memory for vector (aZIocCvector) 

allocating memory for matrix (alloctrix.trix) 

nading matrix elanent values h m  text files or MAT fles(readdm4trrjr) 

compute matrix-vector multiplication ( ~ 4 ~ ~ v e c t o t ~ m u Z t i )  

compute vector addition(vector-w 

de-allocating memories for vector (d~Z10c~vector) 

de-allocating memories for matrix (dedl~c~matrix) 

These functions are widely used by both emulator and mntroIler applications. 

43.4 Waf'er RTP Emulator Application 

This application can be divided into two portions as initialization and simulation. 

Details of these two process are provided below. 

Before the simulation srarts, we need to initialize this application. It includes initial- 

ization of wafer model, lamp POW=, wafkr element temperatures, and emulator interfaces 

to IIO module. This portion only runs once. 
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The emulator application hes to read values from five text files and allocate these 

values to corresponding parameters. The file wafmcktt stores the data for wafer RTD vector- 

matrix model and this file must be read first to get the numbers of wafa elements and sen- 

sors in the model. iniq.&t has the values for initial lamp powers aud ini-t has the values for 

initial temperatures acruss wafer. io-pmt.dat stores the value for the number of quantiza- 

tion levels of YO boards (this file is already described in Section 4-32 and it will not be dis- 

cussed in this section). inter/oce defines the values of minimum sensor temperature and 

lamp powers which correspond to zero quantity and this file also d&es the values of maxi- 

mum sensor temperature and lamp powas which correspond to the number of quantization 

levels of the YO boards. 

The first file discussed here is wafmht- The values inside of this fde are organized 

according to the wafa vector-matrix model as Equation (2.46). They are listed as the scalar 

values for the number of lamp zones, the number of sensors and the number of wafer ele- 

-1 ad 
ments, the matrix values of A , ~ ~ ,  Badd, CyC Kr , C~C-IKCO"~,  c C - I K C O ~ ~ ,  

c,, c-'Lc,, , Tas and a scalar value of wafkr sampling period. The best way to edit this 

file, is not to change the element values one by one since there are too numy of them, but to 

change several vdues of environment parameters and to generate wafedat by creating other 

files, like editable text files and Matlab m file. There are many ways to do it and we find that 

Matlab is one of the easiest ways. In our example, first we create two editable text files 

(mode1.w and semor-p.&t) which include aIl environment parameters that are able to be 

edited by the user. Then we create a m file (set-wufmm) to generate wafedat by reading 

values from model-w, senrorg..&t and a Matlab M fde which has element values 



for the hction matrix L (Equation (2.46)). This Matlab M fle is not editable and is fixed by 

the programmec More details are given as follows. 

We program a type II editable text file, model-W, for the user to set the wafa model. 

This file is introduced in Table 4.1 by parameter names, definitions, low limits, high Iimits 

(the valid ranges are defined according to the process tempera- fkom 200K to 1700K) 

and example values. To edit this file, users simply open it and change the values (note that 

parameter names are not editable). 

Table 4.1 : User inputs for d m  RTP modeling (I) 

Definition Low Example 

- - - - - - - -  

the number of lamp zones 2 10 3 

the number of wafer 3 30 10 

I TGAS I in~ww tem~era=(~)  1 200 1 800 1 3 0  1 
STEPW wafer RTP emulator ( see ** ( see ** below 1 0.01 1 

sampling paiod (second) below 

*total number of lamp unes is not implemented in our example since we use a tbree- 

lampzone system, but it could be made available in the future. 

**the low Limit is restricted by the hardware which we plan to implement in PC. Its 

high limit depends on the user requirements and this value should be at least several times 
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d e r  than controller sampling paid (which wil l  be introduced in Section 4.35.1) in 

order for the emulator to get the updated lamp powen evay h e -  

We have mentioned the number of sensors in Table 4.1, but it is not enough if we an 

only able to define the number of sensors and not their locations. Therefore we program a 

type I editable text file, sen.sorg.&t, to put index numbers of wafer elements which stand 

for the sensor positions across wafer. The total number of this kind of parameter should be 

the number of sensors defined in model-. and valid values are h m  one to the number of 

wafer elements defined in model-w. An example of how to set  the sensor positions for the 

three-sensor-system when the wafk is broken into 10 elements is given in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: An example for how to set sensor positions for the three-sensor-system 

I S-r index 1 Waf= Element Number 1 Position - -1 

1 2 1  8 ( tbird element from the edge I 

I 

1 I 1 

I 3 I 10 I edge element I 

center element 

- -- 

The M fiIe (&-..mat) used to generate wafeakt stores element values for the h c -  

tion matrix L (Equation (2.46)). The user should not edit the valws inside of this file because 

these values depend on the number of lamp zones, lamp zone positions, and number of 

wafer elements. They are generated according to complicated engineering calculations. 

Since the number of Waf= elements in model is the only parameter which can be defined by 

the user from model-w in this impfernentation, we separately store the matrix values for L in 

M files according to numbers of wafer elements in the corresponding names as L-[mat. For 

example, if we break the wder into 8,9 ,  10 or 12, the M files will be &-8..nzot, L . w ,  

L-10- mat, or L,I 2.mat. 
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If an error occurs during processing, either because of the conflict of the values 

inside of m&Z-w, ssensorg.&t, or other reasons, an nrar message will appear on the 

screen and the process will be terminated, As a result of this termination, the wafedat will 

not be generated 

The second file introduced here is inis-dat, which stores data for initial lamp pow- 

ers. The data is simply organized as the inner lamp zone power to the edge lamp zone power. 

Note that the total number of valws should be the n m k  of lamp zones as defined in 

model-w (see Table 4.1) and all the values should be located within the valid ranges 

(Table 4.3). To edit this file, the user simply opens it and changes the values. 

Table 4.3: An example for initial lamp power settings 

I pini (2) I initial lamp power for middle lamp zone (9 I 0 1 10,000 ( 1078.08 1 

Name 

Pini ( 1) 

I Pini(3) I initial lamp power for edge lamp zone (IV) 1 0 ( 35,000 1 7290.52 1 

The third file is ini-t, which has values for initial element temperatures. This file can 

be edited in two different ways. Users can either set initial temperatures as steady-state tcm- 

peratures in vacuum situation under initial lamp powers, or set their own initial values. For 

steady-state settings, users only need to open ini-t and code keyword  STEADYS ST^' in 

this text file. For other settings, users need to open ini-t and code the key-word "SET" fol- 

lowed by the values for the inner wafer element temperature to the edge wafer element tem- 

perature. Note the total number of values should be the same as the nunber of wafer 

lhhition 

initial lamp power for inner lamp zone (W) 

Low 
Limit 

0 

High 
Limit 

2,000 

Example 
Value 

200.37 



elements defined in mode'& and all values should be inside of the valid range (which is 

from 200K to 1 700K in this implementation example). 

The file intduce is discussed last in this sub-section- This file stores the parameter 

names and corresponding values which are used to estabIish the interfaces to the VO mod- 

ule. See Table 4.4 for details. ('I'his file wiU also be read by the controller application). Note 

that the number of values found under "Example Value" for MAXLAMPPOW should be the 

total number of lamp zones defined in model-w- (The ht vdue is for the inner lamp zone 

and the last value is for the edge lamp lone). 

Table 4.4: Parameters specified in the file inierjuce 

I I I is o quantity for sensor signal I 

Name 

MINSENSORT 

1700 Kelvin degree of sensor temperature 
is a maximum ~uantity for sensor signal 

0 Walt of lamp power is 0 quantity for 
actuator signal 

Example Value 

200 

for thteelamp-zone system, 
2,000 (109000 or 30,000) Watts of the 
inaa (middle or edge) lamp power is a 
maximum quantity for actuator signal 

Explanation for exampIe value 

200 Kelvin degree of sensor temperature 

If any error appears in inis.&, ini-t or inte@ace¶ error messages will appear on the 

screen during the emulator initialization process and this process will be terminated. Users 

have to correct the editable text files they created in order to nm the wafer RTP simulation. 

43.4.2 Wder RTP Simulation 

Wafer RTP simulation retrieves the actuator ~uantizations fiom YO boards, updates 
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Waf= temperatures and sends the sensor quautizatio~~~ to YO boards. This simulation is run- 

ning inside of a loop to emulate the real-time w a f i  RIP to update the simulation states at 

each sampling instant. Each loop can be d e s c l l i  as follows: 

wufererup&te calls emul"torAtoD to get correct actuator ~uaatizatiom from YO 

boards and it converts these quantizations to COW lamp powers 

wafer-update calls w a f w d e  to update eIement temperatures by implementing 

the wafa RTP vector-matrix model as ordinary diffetential equations, using 

fourth-order Runge-kutta method, and it convats these temperatures to c o m t  

sensor qyantizations 

wafer-update calls emulatorDtoA to send updated sensor quantizations to I/O 

boards. 

wn'te-t writes updated element temperatures to file WAFER-T&t which is a log 

file to store a big matrix value of the temperatures for aU wafer elements at each 

sampling period 

To view the information inside of WRFERRII&t, the user can either open this text 

file directly to see the values or go through a software package like Matlab to load the data 

and generate figures. 

4.3.5 Digital Control System Application 

This application can be divided into two parts: initialization and controller updating. 

Details of each process are provided below. 



The controller initialization process ody runs once before the controkr goes into its 

update loop. This process includes setting the process temperature trajectoryy calculating the 

open-loop lamp powers as a table of temperature setpomts, getting controk algorithms and 

initialization of controUer interfixes to the U0 module. 

Regardless of the types of the fadback controller selected by the user, this applica- 

tion needs to read values h m  four editable text files (setpacs, interfacey io-qurmt-&ty and 

ct-lqg.&t (ctq.dat, ct-pi.& or ct-lqgidur)) and two non-editable text files (Pss-dat and 

PuniJdut). set3roc.s stores data for process temperature setpoints. ct-lqg-dat (ctpdat, 

ctgidat or ct-Zqgi.dat) has the data for the selected contro11er algorithms. int-ce has the 

data to establish the interfaces to the I/O module (this file has been descri'bed in Section 

4.3.4.1 and it wilI not be introduced in this section). io,qumt.dai stores the valw for the YO 

board maximum qyantization (this file has been introduced in Section 4.32 and we will not 

repeat the details). Pss-dat and Pdyndat are used for open-loop lamp powas calculatio~~, 

The file s e t s m a  is first introduced. W e  code some keywords followed by one or 

two scalar values to store information inside this file and thus set process temperature trajec- 

tory. These keywords are START followed by the initial process temperature, W f01- 

lowed by the temperature ramp up (or cool down) and how many seconds this action takes 

from the previous setpoint to the present one, HOLD followed by how many seconds the 

temperature holds fiom the previous setpoint, FINAL folowed by the &lal ternperam and 

how many seconds to research this final setpoint h m  the previous one- One example is 

given as follows to show how to edit this file for the tmjectory set as Figure 1.2. 



START 1070 
HOLD 2 
RAMP 1120 4 
HOLD 4 
RAMP 1020 16 
FINAL 1020 4 

Note that the controller application only reads the values fiom line START to line 

FINAL. So we should start editing this file with keyword START and finish dting this fie 

with the two number following the keyword FINAL. AU numbers referring to temperatures 

should be within valid range (which is fiom 200K to 1700K in our example), and all num- 

bers refeaing $0 time should be positive values. During the initialization process, we have 

coded settnef:c to to the above data and automatically calculate the process reference 

temperatures at controller sampling points. We can get the total simuiation duration fhm 

adding alI the numbers which refer to time in file setdmcs. I f  any error appears in 

setjrocs, an ezmr message will be shown during the initialization, and the process will be 

terminated. 

Secondly, we introduce four files (ctp.&t, ctgi.&t, cuqgidat and ct-Zqgi.dut), 

which store the data for four feedback controller algorithms (Chapter 3). Details of these 

files are provided below. 

ctg.dat has the data for P controUer. It is listed as the scalar values for the numbers 

of controller inputs and outputs, a matrix value of fadback gain and a scalar value of con- 

aoUer sampling period. c t s d a t  has the data for PI controller. It is listed as the scalar values 

for the numbers of controller inputs and outputs, a matrix value of feedback gain, and the 

scalar values of reset time and controller sampling period. To edit these two files, users only 

have to open them and change the values. Note that the dimensions of feedback gains must 
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match the numbers of controller inputs and outputs. 

The values b ide  of ct-Iqg&t and ct&gidut are organized according to state- 

space models of LQG and LQGI controUers. The data is listed as the scalar values for the 

number of c0ntmUe.t inputs, the number of controUer outputs and the number of the wafer 

elements set by the controller, the matrix values of A, B, C and D (controller state matri- 

ces), and a scalar value of controller sampling perid To edit these two files, the user should 

not open them and change the element values' one by one since these conmflers are 

designed under the optimal control theory. (See Section 3.7 and Section 3.8 for details). In 

our example, we create two Matlab m files (set-2qg.m and set-Iq@.m) to generate cz-Zlqg.&t 

and ctlqg-dat according to values of wntro11er parameters read from a type II editable text 

file (model_c), and a wafer model built inside of these two Matlab m &s. This wafer model 

is used as a plant model for the design of LQG and LQGI feedback controllers. 

The editable parameters specified in model-c are mainly used to set weighting matri- 

ces for LQG and LQGI feedback controllers and they are listed in Table 4.5. To edit 

model-c, users can open it and change the values for corresponding parameta. The param- 

eter names and structures are fixed as in Table 4.5 and are not editable. For correctly editing 

model-c, we have eq1anations below. 

The controlIer sampling period needs to be set at least several times larger than the 

emulator sampling period in order for emulator to get updated lamp power settings from the 

control system every time. 



Table 4.5: Editable controUer parameters for LQG and LQGI 

SIXES the number of wafer elements set by the I I controller (scalar) 

Name 

N U T S  

-pppp 

I cl  ( coefficient to build state weight matrix Q (scalar) 1 10 I 

coefficient to build sensor noise 
covariance matrix V (scalar) 

Definition 

the number of controller inputs (scaIar) 

process noise covariance matrix diag ( 124 2200,80000) 
(OUTPUTS-by-OUTPUTS symmetric positive 
semi-definite matrix) 

I S m C  I controller sampling period in seconds (scalar) I 0.1 I 

- - 

Example Value 

3 

According to the LQG and LQGI design in Section 3.7 and Section 3.8, The dimen- 

sions of input weighting matrix R and the dimensions of process noise covariance matrix W 

should match the numbs of lamp zones to be controlled ( t h e  in our example since we use 

a three-lampzone system). 

According to Equation (3.291, for the LQG, the dimension of the state weighting 

matrix Q is the sum of the number of lamp zones and the number of wafer elements (in our 

example, since we use the three-lampzone system and our controller set wafkr elements as 

lo, set-1qg.m will generate it as a 13-by43 matrix). According to Equation (3.33), for the 

LQGI, the dimension of Q is the addition of the number of lamp zones, the number of wafer 

elements and one (set-Iqgi.m will generate it as  a 14by-14 matrix). 

d 
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According to Equation (3.18), for LQG, the dimension of the sensor noise covari- 

ance matrix V is the number of sensors. (Tn our example, we use three sensors, therefore, 

set-Zqsm will gemrate it as a 3-by-3). According to Equation (332), for LQGI, the dimen- 

sion of V is the number of sensors plus one (sez..Iqgi.n will generate it as a 4-by4 matrix). 

Note, if the user has set a d e f  model which are W i t  &om our example values 

(LAMPNUM, SENSORNUM, WAFERNUM, positions of sensors for emulator wafer RTP, 

etc. see Table 4.1 and Table 4.21, the user must edit set-Iqgm or set-Iqgim to set the nun- 

ber of controller inputs as SENSORNUM and the number of controller outputs as LAMP- 

NUM. The user also must edit set-2qg.m or set-2qgi.m to set correct dimensions of 

weighting matrices and to build a new plant model according to their emulator model in 

order to design a LQG or a LQGI feedback controller based on the correct wafer RTP 

model. The details about how to edit set-1qg.m or set-1qgi.m are beyond our topics here. 

(Look at Section 2.2, Section 2.4, Section 2.6, Section 3.7 and Section 3.8 for more inf'om- 

tion). 

If any error occurs during the generation of ct-lqg.&t and ctJqgCdut, either because 

of the codc t  of the parameter values inside of mode2-c or other reasons, error messages 

will appear on the screen and the process will be terminated. As a result, ct-lqg..dat or 

ct-Zqgi.dat wil l  not be generated. 

The third N e  is Pss.&t. It stores lamp powers used to b h c e  the loss of the heat 

from the wafer by radiation and convection. The values are listed as a table of temperature 

setpoints from possible lowest process temperature (2OOK) to possible highest one (1 700 K). 

The working range is SOK Each row has the powers of all lamp zones at one setpoint. The 
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last file introduced in this section is Pmif:&t, which stores a vector value for pnv h Equa- 

tion (3.8) to calculate add i t id  heat (pdyn) to obtain a rate of temperature increase of close 

to desired process temperature. In our example, we programmed a C file set-pref:~ to gener- 

ate the open-loop lamp powers according to the dues  read fmm Pss.&t and PmiJdat- 

These two files are not editable. 

43.53 Conbol Update 

Control update process retrieves the ~uantizations of sensor temperatures from the V 

0 module, updates controller states and sends the quantizations of lamp powers to the 110 

module. This is running inside of a loop to update the lamp powers at each controkr sam- 

pling instant. The loop can be descri'bed as follows: 

controller-up&te calls conm1IerAtoD to get correct sensor quantizations and it 

converts these qyantizations to correct sensor temperatures 

controlZererup&te updates controuer states and lamp power settings using 

matrix-vector multipiication and vector addition, then it converts these lamp 

powers to c o m a  actuator cpntizations 

conmller-update calls controIlerDtoA to send updated actuator quantizations to 

YO boards 

w&e-p writes updated lamp powers to the fde L4MP'dcr t  which is a log file 

to store the adjusted lamp power settings for all lamp zones at each controller 

sampling point 

We can use the same way as descri'bed in Section 4.3.42 to view the information 



43.6 Main File and Executable Files 

Since our implementation is within Unix environment, we need to design a main file 

(simc) to run the emulator and controlla applications. (This main file will not be installed if 

the applications are installed into two PCs). In our case, we simply apply simulations run in 

loops. The pseudo code for this main file is represented as follows. 

main ( ) 
I 

/* initialize applications and modules */ 
wafer RTP emulator initialization; 
controller initialization; 
emulator I/O initialization; 
controller 1/0 initialization; 
wire initialization; 

/* get total simulation counts */ 
totalsimulation = (kt) ( totalsirnulationduration 

/ controllersampleperiod) ; 
/* get wafer simulation counts inside of once controller update */ 
wafersimulation = (int) (controllersampleperiod 

/ emulatorsampleperiod) ; 

/* start simulations */ 
fot(loop,counter,l = 0; 

loop,counter,l c totalsimulation; loop,counter,l++) 
C 
controller update; 
for ( loop,counterJ = 0 ; 

loop-counter-2 c wafersimulation; loop,counter,2++) 
C 
emulator update; 

3 
) / *  end of loop-1 */ 

de-allocate vector and matrix memories; 
/* end of main file */ 

3 

To start the simulation, the user can run the executable file named by the selected 

controller. In our case, we have four executable files available and listed in Table 4.6. For 



example, ifusers waut to select the LQG f h k  controUer, they need to nm the fie named 

simmZqg. 

Table 4.6: List of available executable Hes 

I sim-~qgi I LQGI 1 

Execute File Name 

sim-p 

4.4 Real-Time Implementation Ideas 

Feedback CantroIIer Type 

P 

In this section, we give brief suggestions about how to install the software applica- 

tions into two separate PCs. We will  focus on two topics which are not included in Section 

4.3. These are the recpimnents of hardware and software, and the clock module which pro- 

vides reference to the real-time. 

4.4.1 Hardware and Sohare 

The hardware in this impIementation includes two persod computers, YO boards 

and cables. A simplified diagram is shown in Figure 1.3. 

The minimum reqyirements for the YO boards are listed below: 

at least 100 Hz sampling rate 

12-bit (or higher) AIDS with at least 8 identical analog inputs 

12-bit (or higher) D/As with at least 8 identical channels, for each of which has 

voltage output 
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at least 8 lines of digital YO 

W e  suggest using National Instrument so- tool called LabWlllCfows to imple- 

ment the mulator and controL system applications. This software tool can provide a devel- 

opment environment that simplifies programming data acmtion and instrument control 

systems. The GUI 'fools can easily mate custom GUI for data presentation. It has a variety 

of controls-graphs, strip charts, switches, and more to display data and accept aperator input 

These characteristics help not only data measurement but also data presentation. 

Some other software packages may also be needed. They are not listed here (such as 

dos/windows drive software, etc ...). 

4.4.2 Clock Module 

The software used for the implementation study within Unix environment made no 

reference to time since the simdation for emulating wafer RTP and the updating of digital 

control system run in loops. This is very convenient for programming, but usually, the real- 

time R V  wafer application requires some synchronization with 'W time. 

The real-time tasks in our applications only need to know relative time rather than 

absolute time. That means these tasks only need to know when to nm, when to stop and 

when to run agiin, therefore a clock model can be used. The nature of this module is such 

that at the time it is run, the interval to the next time it must nm again is already known. The 

intend timer is then set for that time, and when it runs out, the task is run again. 

We use the controller application as an example. It is important that time is being 

kept by a process that is completely independent of the control program, and &g paral- 

lel with i t  The parallel process implies that n o ~ g  in the control program will interfen 
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with the timekeeping bction, and no castmints on execution time have to be applied to 

the control program other than the qyknent  that it be able to complete its work by the 

time of the next sample. 

If the clock model is implemented with a hatdware timer, the paraUei operation is 

achieved naturally. Suitable circuitry must be provided so that the clock can be set and inter- 

rogated. When the counting part of the clock is impIemented in software, both the clock 

software and controi software must be run at the same computer. It means that the real pard- 

lel operation cannot be achieved. Howeva, ifthe computer is fast enough, both tasks can be 

carried out with an appearance of concurrent operation even though they run in seqyence. If 

this is to be done in a manner that is '"iavisible" to the control program, a facility must be 

available that can suspend the d o n  of the control program whenever a pulse is 

detected, run the clock coun~g function, and then resume execution of the suspended pro- 

gram. It is called an intermpt mechanism. 

The interrupt mechanism is a hardware device which sends a signal to the process 

requesting an intermpt, If the processor's operating model is such that the signal can be rec- 

ognized, it initiates the interrupt by suspending the execution of its cumnt program and sav- 

ing whatever internal processor information is necessary to restart that task when the 

interiupt has been completed. The processor then starts the execution of the foreground task, 

the clock module. When the foreground task has completed its work, the process is reversed- 

A signal is sent to the device that caused the intermpt indicating that interrupt processing is 

complete. The saved information is used to restore the process state to where it was when 

the intmpt first occu~ed. The high priority background process (control program) is 
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resumed. Then the low priority backgromd process (the graphic display) is also resumed 

The sequence of events is illustrated in the following list: 

1. hardware device v e s t s  an interrupt 

2. processor recognizes request 

3. execution of existing task is con~ued till the end of the current machine immction 

4. internal processor status information is saved 

5. foreground task (interrupt routine) is started 

6. foreground task finished 

7. background task's status infomation is restored 

8. high priority background resumes 

9. low priority background resumes 

From the above sequence, the high priority background task (item 8) in our control- 

ler application is the "Controller Update" as discussai in Section 43.52. In our emulator 

application, this task is 'Wafer RTP Simulation" as discussed in Section 43.42 Low prior- 

ity background task (item 9) is the user graphic display for each application (which will be 

discussed in Section 4.5.1 and Section 4.5.2). Background tasks are the only tasks we have 

implemented among all real-time tasks (initialization tasks discussed in Section 4.3.4.1 and 

Section 4.3.5.1 are not real-time tasks). If the displayed update task (low priority back- 

ground task) is not finished when the interrupt comes, it will be resumed at the next time 

after emulator or controller states have been updated Wgh priority background task) and 

before the next interrupt comes. If this happens, the displays will not be updated until the 

display task is resumed and finished If this situation happens all the time, the programmer 
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has to think about using Easter camputers or rexiuce the user displays. 

4.5 User Interface Designs 

The suggestions about how to design user interfkces are given in this section. The 

programmer can build GUIs using the LabWmdows introduced in Section 4.4.1 or other 

software packages to present the same infonaation, 

For implementing the applications on two PCs, each computer will have its own 

GUI. The design details will be introduced below. 

4.5.1 Wsfer RTP Emulator 

For the wafer RTP emulator application, we suggest designing one main window and 

three sub-windows. Figme 4.6 shows the basic structure of the design. According to Figure 

4.4, these windows will be implemented in the emulator PC. 

Wafer RTP System Main Wiadow 

t-A Wafer KIP System Infomation 

Figure 4.6: WWinw organization overview for the emulator 

The main window will appear first when we go into the user interface of this applica- 

tion. From the main window, we are able to open three sub-windows; two are for application 
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initialization and one is for Waf= RTP simulation. These windows are implemented as 

multi-display which means multiple windows can be displayed simultanebusiy More details 

for the design of each window ate descn'bed from Section 4.5.1.1 to Section 45.1.4. 

4.5.1.1 Wafer RTP System Main Window 

The main window is the first window we see when we use this GW. One of our sug- 

gestion example is shown as Figure 4.7. We can do two tbings on this main window. These 

two things are introduced as follows. 

. 
Wafer RTP System Main Window 

, I 

I Functions i 

Wafer Model Setting 

Initial Lamp Power and Initial Temperature Settings - 
( I lwafer RTP System Information I I 

Loggex Messages 

~ 0 0 0 1 :  system is ranniag 
A 

- 

Figure 4.7: Wafer RTP system main window 

First, we can open the sub-windows to initialize the system or to view the simulation 

information under some conditions. When the simulation is not nmning, we are able to open 

the sub-windows 'Wafer Madel Setting" and "Initial Lamp Power and Initial Temperature 

Settings" to set the parameter values. But if the simulation is running, we are only able to 

open them to view the pariketer values. The sub-window 'Wfa R P  System Information" 

is only able to be opened a f k  we run the simulation once. A sub-window can be closed 



Second, we can start or stop the simulation using the "Start? or the "Stop" buturn. 

The first time we run the simulation, ifinitidbation values are not set, the emulator will use 

default values. During the simulation, if we click the "Stop" button, the simulation will stop 

ruMing. At the same time, the warning message will appear in the controller appIication and 

the controI1er application will stop Rlnning as well. If we click the "Start" button again, the 

simulation will start &om the beginning. 

Messages are provided in message logger to explain what the system is doing. These 

messages can be divided as error messages (like EnOOS: initial temperature setting errors, 

etc ...), waming messages (like W-1: no signals h m  conaol system, etc...) or infoma- 

tion messages (like hfb00 1 : system is nmning, etc...) 

If we click the "Quit" button, the emulator application wiU be terminated and the 

system will be off-line. 

4.5.1.2 WMer Model Setting 

This sub-window is the ht&e to set or view the parameter values for the wafer 

model. We suggest to design it as in Figure 4.8. The first time we open it, al l  the parameter 

values will be filled by dehult values. (See Table 4.1 under "Example Value"). 

The configuration table in this sub-window only has one record which includes all 

the editable parameters for the wafer model during a re-time on-line situation, To config- 

ure the values to this table, the user simply selects the value for each parameter and then 

uses the "Save" button. Choosing the "Save" button will save the information and lock the 

configured values. If an error occurs, as a result of editing the parameters, an enor message 
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window will appear when the user attempts to save the changes. Once the user has success- 

M y  edited the values in this window, these values will be read by the emulator application 

during the emulator initialization process. 

I wafer Model setting I 
I Wafer Model Setting Configuration Table 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 

F i p  4.8: An example for the sub-window 'Wafer Model Setting" 

Three parameters listed in Table 4.1 (the numbers of lamp zones, wafet elements and 

senson) and all parameters in Table 4.2 (sensor positions) are not editable h m  this codgu- 

ration table. These parameters only can be edited during an off-line situation. This is done to 

avoid drastic changes to both the emulator and controller applications. 

When the simulation is running, we are only able to view the information in this win- 

dow. This means that all parameter values are not editable and are locked in the configura- 

tion table. 

4.5.1 3 laitial Lamp Power and Initial Temperature Settings 

From this sub-window, the user can set the initial lamp powers and initial wafm ele- 

ment temperatures. An example design is given in Figure 4.9, where two configuration 
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tables are adable. One is for setting initial lamp powers and the other is for sating initial 

temperatures. These two configuration tabIes incIude all the editable parametem listed in 

Table 4.3. The first time we open this sub-window, all the parameter valws wiU be med by 

defiult valws. For each configuration table, detail explanations are provided below. 

Initial Lamp Power and Initial Temperature Settings 

Initial Lamp Power Configuration Table I 

Initial Wafa Temperature Settings 
t 

I I I I user settings 

Figure 4.9: Sub-window for initial lamp power and initial temperature settings 

For the first table, the tim record is for the center lamp zone and the last record is for 

the edge lamp zone. The total number of records is fixed according to the number of lamp 

zones configured while off-line. All values for initial lamp powers should be inside the valid 

range. 

For the second table, the user has two selections, either "steady-state temperatures" 

which refers to the initial conditions for wafer elements will be set as steady-state tempera- 

tures under the initial lamp powers configured in the f h t  table, or %user settings" which will 

bring a sub-table shown in Figure 4.10 for the user to configure. In this sub-table, the 
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record is for the center wafa element and the Iast record is for the edge Waf= element The 

total number of records codgund should match the value configured for the number of ele- 

ments on off-line situation. All values should be within valid range (which is from 200K to 

1700K in this example). By clickhg the grey box in top lee side, the user can close this sub- 

table and confirm the configuration. 

Figure 4.10: One example of the initial tempenitme settings 

Once this sub-window (Figure 4.9) has been configured the user can click the 

'cSave" button to complete the initial settings. ( I fan error occurs, an aror message window 

will appear). 

When the simulation is running, we are only able to view information in this win- 

dow. This means that al l  values are not editable and are locked in their configuration tables. 

If the user has selected '%user settings" for '%itid Wafer Temperature Settings", the sub- 

table (Figure 4.10) will also be shown. 

4.5.1.4 Wder RTP System Infermation 

This sub-window displays all the real-time running information for the wafer RTP 

system. The m d n g  information will be updated at suitable durations according to what 

b d s  of data are shown. An example of this window is given as Figure 4.1 1. 
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This example window has selections to display various information, such as 

real-time temperature of the center element 

real-time element temperatures compared with the one of the center element 

real-time lamp power settings 

Wafa RTP System Information 

real-time temperature of the center element 

Figure 4.1 1 : An exampIe window for the emulator information 

4 
- - - - - - -- 

real-time element temperatures compared with the one of the cent 

The designer can remove above information or can add more iaformati~n~ When the 

+ 

user selects a category to view, each of the above items of information will be displayed in 

its unique window. These windows are independent. They can be displayed simultaneously 

and can be closed by clicking the M e  grey box at the top left of each window. 

We give examples to show how to design these windows to carry real-time idorma- 

tion as follows. 

Figure 4.12 displays the real-time temperature trajectory of the center element. The 

x-axis is the simulation time in seconds and the y-axis is the temperature in Kelvin degrees. 

After each wafer sampling instant, the sampled temperature of the center element wil l  be 

added to in the figure. From this sub-window, users also can know the radius of the wafer 

and the "center radius" (Section 2.2) of the center element 



I Real-time wafa temperature of the center element 
-- . - 

& of wafexfmm): 50.4 center radius of the center element(mm): 3.1; 

Figure 4.12: Real-time Waf'& temperature of the center element 

Figure 4.13 displays the subtraction of the temperature at the center element fiom 

temperatures of all elements. The x-axis is the radius in millimeters and its scale is fixed as 

the radius of the wafer. The y-axis is the temperature in Kelvin degrees and its scale is fixed 

as +5 K. These relative wafkr temp- are represented as asterisks (*) at their "center 

radius" positions. The refitesb rate of this display depends on the hardware. The programmer 

can update it once every four times of updating the emulator simulation, which is about 25 

times per second, if the emulator simulation is not slowed down. Otherwise, the programer 

should reduce the display rate. From this window, users also can know the number of wafer 

elements. 

Figure 4.14 displays the real-time lamp power settings for all lamp zones. The x-axis 

is the simuiation time in seconds and the y-axis uses the logarithmic (base 10) scale. For 

each lamp wne, the data displayed is generated according to the Equation (4.1) because the 

lamp powers can be in wide range (which could be h m  50W to 150KW for different lamp 

zones) and the lamp powers compared with their maximum lamp powers also can be in wide 
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range (which c d d  be f b m  0.0001 to 0.1 for the same lamp zone). AAer each sampiing 

instant, this figure wiU add new data. From this window, users also can h o w  the number of 

lamp zones and the maximum Iamp powem of each lamp zones. 

- - - - - - - 

r Real-time element temperatures compared with the one of the center elemem 

number of wafer element: 10 

Figure 4.13: Real-time wafer temperatures compared with the center element 

I Real-time lamp power settings 

Figure 4.14: Real-time lamp power setting 



dam = log( RealTimeAbsoluteLampPower 
MmOXfmumLamPower 1 (4.1 

When the simulation is running, all data is stored in buffers, and they will be 

replaced when the next simulation starts. However this data can be saved to files by clicking 

the "Savey' button at each window after simulation stops. A window (Figure 4.15) will 

appear and users only have to fill in the file name and click the "Consrm" button to save or 

click the "Cancel" button to cancel. Ifusen want to view this data, they can either open the 

files to see the number directly, or use some s o k e  packages to load numbers fbm files to 

generate figures. These can only be done when simulation is not running- 

- - - - - -  

Save Real-Tie Information 
L 

I File name:l Tcmrrexdat I 

Figure 4.15: An exampIe window to save real-time running information 

45.2 Digital Control System 

The design of the user i n t e e  for the control system is similar to the one for the 

emulator. We also suggest to implement one main window and three sub-windows. Figure 

4.16 shows the organization of example windows which will be implemented in the control- 

ler PC (Figure 4.4). 

Main window will show up first when we go into the user interface of-this applica- 

tion. From the main window, we am able to open three sub-windows. These sub-windows 

are implemented as multidisplay. More details for the design of each window are described 

fiom Section 4.5.2.1 to Section 4.5.2.4. 



Process T ~ T ' j e c t a r y  Setting 

Controller Selection or Rcseniag I 
Coml System Infotmation I 

Figure 4.16: Wmdow organization overview for the control system 

4.5.2.1 Control System Main Window 

This screen has similar functions as 'Wafer RTP System Main Wmdow". An exam- 

ple is shown in Figure 4.1 7, which allows users to open sub-windows, to start and to stop the 

control system. 

Control System Main Window 

Functions 
1 

I lPracess Temperature Ttajectory Setting I I 
I IController Selection or Resetting I I 

Logger Messages . 
d 2 :  controller initialization error 

; 

Figure 4.17: Control system maia window 

When the control system is not running, we are able to open '"Process Temperature 

Trajectory Setting" to set the process temperature, and "Controller Selection or Resetting" to 

select a controller or to reset a controller. If the system is running, we are only able to open 
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them to view the information. The sub-window 'CControfler System Idormation'' is ody 

able to be opened after we run the control system once. A sub-window can be closed fiom 

cCQuit" button within the sub-window. 

We can start or stop the simulation by clicking "Start" or "Stop" buttons. The first 

time we nm the control system, we must set the process temperature tmjectory and select, 

reset a controller. If we click the "Stop" button, the controller appIication will stop running. 

At the same time' an warning message will appear in the emulator application and the emu- 

lator application can s t i l l  run at the open-loop situation. To restart the control application, 

the user needs to stop nmning the emulator application and start both applications from the 

beginning. 

The message logger will provide messages to explain what the control system is 

doing. These messages are divided in three types (error, waxrings and information)). 

4.5.2.2 Process Temperature Trajectory !Setting 

This sub-window is the intaface to set the process temperature tmjectory. One of the 

suggestion designs is shown as Figure 4.18. 

When the user starts setting the process temperature trajectory, kt, set ''Initial Tem- 

perature" (Kelvin degree), which stands for the &st setpoint value and this value only needs 

to be set once. Second, set the value of "Temperature" (Kelvin degree) which stands for the 

present setpoint value, then set the value of "Time" (second) which refers to how many sec- 

onds the action is taken fiwn previous setpoint to present sefpoint- ''Tempture" and 

"Time" work as a pair and they can be set as many times as desired. 

After setting the initial temperature or a setpoint, the user can click "OK" to confirm 
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the selection. Then in the bottom left window, this point will be added in the figure as aster- 

isk (*) and be linked with previous setpoint If there is no setpoint, the figure will only show 

the x-axis and y-axis. 

The ''Cancel" button will clear all the points included in the initial temperature. 

, Therefore, the user needs to start from setting the 'Initial Temperature" to get the new pro- 

cess tra.jectory. 

I Process Temperature Trajectory Setting 
Initial temperature 6): 

Figure 4.18: An example sub-window for 'Recess Temperature Trajectory Setting" 

4.5.23 Controller Selection and Resetting 

This sub-window (Figure 4.19) has the hctions to select or reset a controller. All 

controller states are automatically set according to the initial wafa temperatures set by 

users. The controller inputs and outputs are fixed according to the number of sensors and the 

number of lamp zonn configured while off-line. From this sub-window, we only can view 

this information, 



I ControUer Selection or Resetting I 
number of controller outputs: 3 

I Selection ] 

Resetting 

Figure 4.19: An exampie window for controller selection and resetting 

To select a controller, the user just needs to click the "Selectionyy button. A window 

shown in Figure 4.20 will appear and it will list all available conmUas. As can be seen, the 

user can click a button to select a controller. Therefore this window will automatically close 

to confirm the selection and load the data to buffers. If no controller matches, an error mes- 

sage window will appear. 

I Controller selection 

I ( 3 inputs & 3 outputs PI I 141 I 

Figure 4.20: Wmdow for selecting a controller 

To reset a controller, the user just needs to click the 'Xesetting" button (Figure 4. lg), 

a window (Figure 4.21) will appear. It always has four diffkrmt types of ffeedack control- 

lers (P, PI, LQG, and LQGI) to be set. Af'ter the urn clicks a button to select the type of 

feedback controller, one of the windows shorn in Figure 422 will appear to allow the user 

to set parameter values of the feedback controiier. (See Section 4.3.5.1 in page 84 for the 
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details about how to set these values). After the user closes that window by clicking the little 

grey box at top left, the data wil l  be loaded to the buffixs. Ifany enw appears in the setting, 

an error message window will 

I Controller resetting 

I I P feedback controller I I PI feedback controUer I 
1 I LQG fadback controuer ( 1 LQGI feedback controUer I 

Figure i(2 1 : Window for resetting a controller 

feedback gain: 

I sampmimle: 1 
- (second) 

I I PI feedback controller I 

reset time: [ 2  I 
sampling time: 

(second) 

sampling time: 1-1 
(second) 

I LQGI f e c k  controller 

Figure 4.22: Windows to set parameters for feedback controUers 

Through 'Vlew" (Figure 4-19), we can view the information of the selected control- 

ler. One corresponding window shown as Figure 4.22 22 appear. It has infomation like 

R: diag(8.4 1 2 0.003) 
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gain, reset time, and sampiing time for users to view, but not edit, 

4.5.2.4 Control System Informatiom 

This sub-window presents the real-time rnrming infomation for the control system. 

It has the similar functions as 'Wdkr RTP System Information" introduced in Section 

4.5-1.4. One of the example windows is shown as Figure 4.23. 

This example window has the selections to view various information as: 

real-time estimate state of the center element (only available for LQG and LQGI 

feedback controllers) 

real-time estimate states compared with the one of the center element (only 

available for LQG and LQGI feedback controllers) 

real-time open-loop lamp powers and total lamp powers 

I Control System Information I 
real-time estimate state of the center element (LQG and LQGI) 

H real-time estimate states compared with the one of the cent& el 

- - - - - - -  

Figure 413: An example sub-window for "Control System Information" 

The programmer can remove the above information or add more information. Each 

item of information will be shown in its unique window when users select to view it. AU 

these windows can be displayed simultaneously and can be closed by clicking the little grey 

box at top left of that window. We will give examples to show how to present the above 
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idonnation as foUows. 

Figure 4.24 displays real-time estimate state (temperature) of the center element. 

This display window is only available for LQG and LQGI fecdbgck controllers. The x-axis 

is the simulation time in seconds and the y-axis is the temperature in Kelvin degrees. After 

each time the contto11er outputs updatey the updated estimate temperature will be added to 

the figure. From this windowy usen also can know the "center radiusyy (see Section 2.2) of 

this center element and the number of estimate states. 

I m  Real-time estimate state of the center element I 
number of estimate states: 10 center radius of the center element(mm): 3.55 

1 t40- 

* l a 0  - 
1100 - 

1 w -  

1020- 

l-0 s 10 1s 20 2s w 
Urrw(S) 

Figure 4.24: An example window for real-time estimate state of the center element 

Figure 4.25 displays the real-time relative temperatures of subtracting the estimate 

temperature of the center element fkom ones of all elements. This subwindow is also only 

available for LQG and LQGI feedback controllers. The x-axis is the radius in millimeters 

and its scale is fixed as the cadius of the wafa. The y-axis is the temperature in Kelvin 

degrees and its scale is fixed as *5 K. These relative-temperatures of estimate states are rep- 

resented as asterisks (*) at their "center radius" positions. The reksh xate of this display 

depends on the hardware. The programmer can update it every time the controller outputs 
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(lamp powers) are updated, which is about 5 times per second, if the update of conmiier 

outputs is not slowed down, Otherwise, the programmer should reciuce the display rate. 

From this window, users also can know the numbers of controh inputs and outputs. 

r Real-time estimate states compared with one of the center element 

Figure 4.25: Real-time estimate states compared with estimate state of the center element 

For P and Pi feedback controllers, we can suggest to represent the real-time error 

temperatures which are the temperatures of subtracting the process setpoints fiom sensor 

temperatures. 

Figure 4.26 shows the red-time open-loop lamp powers and total lamp powers 

(which are the additions of the open-loop lamp powers and the adjusted feedback lamp pow- 

ers calculated by the feedback controller). The x-axis is simulation time in seconds and the 

y-axis is the lamp power in Watts. After each time the controller outputs are updated, these 

updated lamp powers will be added in the figure. From this window, usem also can see the 

number of controller outputs. 

When the simulation is running, all data is stored in buEers and will be replaced 
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when the next simulation starts. Howevm this data can be saved to files by cIicking the 

"Save" button at each window after simulation staps. These have been introduced in Section 

4.5.1.4. 

1 .  Real-time open-loop lamp powers and total lamp powers 

I number of control outputs: 3 

solid fines for: 
open-loop lamp powers 

broken lines for: 
total lamp powcrs 

Note: 
the first figure is for the 
ca te r  lamp zone; 
the last figure is for the 
edge Iamp tone 

Figure 4.26: An example sub-window for real-time open-loop Iamp powers and total lamp 

Pow== 



Chapter 5 Test and SimuIation 

The goal of this chapter is to vaify the fimctions and cbsvacteristics of the wafer 

RTP system modelled in Chapter 2, and the control systems designed in Chapter 3. The test 

mainly includes model test, controller functionality test and conttoUer robustness test. 

5.1 Sample System and Test Cases 

In this section, we briefly d e r i  a wafer RTP system with multivariabIe control of 

a circularly symmetric three lamp zones, which is adapted fiom For921 and is shown in 

Figure 2.1. This system will be our sample system and its detail is given as follows. 

The H e r  is assumed to be perfectly cylindrical and its surface is assumed to be 

gray and diffuse. The wafer diameter (2R) is 100.8mm, its thickness is 0.675mm and its 

density is 2.34g/cm3. The e f f i  of  thermal expansion on the wafer dimensions is neglected 

The wafer is modelled as coUection of integer I concentric annular elements (Figure 2.2). 

For an example, if I = 10, the outer radii of elemeats - r;Y' for i equal to 1 through 10 are: 

10.08mm, 20.16mm, . . . ,90.72mm, 100.8mm. The interior of the chamber is assumed to be 

axisymmetric and coaxial with the wafer- The inner diameter of the chamber is 260mm, the 

distance b r n  the chamber floor to the chamber ceiling is 150mm, and the distance h m  the 

wafer bottom to the chamber floor is 100mm. The maximum power is 2kW for the h e r  

lamp zone, lOkW for the center lamp zone and 35kW for the outer lamp zone. The innet 

radius of the center lamp zone is the same as the d e r  radius. 
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The test cases are conducted with the following conditions: 

implement open-loop systems as Figure 2.4 and feedback systems as Figure 3.1 

implanent the wafer RIP nonlinear model as Equation (2.46) and the hear 

model as Equation (2.41) 

implement control systems shown in Figure 3.5. The feedback controlIers 

include P, PI, LQG and LQGI 

use Equation (2.23) to calculate steady-state temperatures when convection 

exists, and use the same equation without KcoRv at vacuum situation 

A typical process will be like this: 

1. let the wafer reach its steady-state temperatures at vacuum or convection situation 

2. reduce or increase the lamp powers and start the simulation 

Simulation tests have been carried out using the sofiware designed in Chapter 4 

within Unix environment and a Sirnulink tool box- (Sirnulink is a computer simulation envi- 

ronment which is part of the Matlab software package supplied by Maworks Inc.). 

5.2 Modeling Test 

In this section, the test will be done with an open-loop situation, thus the feedback 

controller is not linked. We will test: 

steady-state behaviors when the numbers of wafer elements are different 

steady-state behavim when the initial element temperatures are d i f f m t  

steady-state behaviors with and without convection 

model linearization 



52.1 Steadydtate tehaviors when the Numbers of W-r Elements are M e r e n t  

No matter by how many elements we divide the wafer, there should be almost no 

effect to the steady-state tempemtures under the same lamp powers. One example is shown 

below. 

An example of such a wafer model is shown in Table 5.1. We have named this sam- 

ple System A. 

Table 5.1 : Parameters for wafer modeling 

I Parameter I unit I S F ~ A  ( 
( .r : time delay coefficient for lag fktor I second I 0.5 I 
I ai : average total emissivity ova exposed I none I 0.6 I 
I nuface of element i I I I 
I ' 4 i - 1  and ki, + I : thermal conductivity at the I W/ (cmK) I 0.3 I 
I inner and outer boundaries of element i I I I 
I Cp : specific heat 

hi : convective heat loss coefficient for element i 

*L is a 10-by-3 &tion matrix ( Equation (2.46)) in System A. Its element values are 

the coefficients for radiative heat transfn from lamps to wafer elements. These values 

depend on the number of lamp zones, lamp zone positions, and number: of wafa elements. 

We use L to represent the matrix value of L. The range of its element values is fkom 0 to 1. 

We then divide the wafa into 8, 10, 12 elements. The center radius for each element 
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is shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 52:  Center radiuses for wafer elements . 

Wafer Broken into I elements 
Element The center radius for each elements (mm) 
Number 

1=8 1=10 1=12 

1 4.490 1 3.592 1 3.2655 

We apply the lamp power settings at 2003710W for the inner lamp zone, 

1078.080W for the middle lamp zone and 7290.520W for the edge lamp zone. 

We will show the steady-state temperature trajectories as Figure 5.1 and the steady- 

state temperature at the "center radius" of each wafer element as Table 5.3. 

Table 5.4 is an example of how-the heat flows inside the wafer elements. In this 

example, the wafet is broken into eight elements. 



Figure 5.1 : Steady-state temperatures across wafer 

Table 5.3: Steady-state! temperatures for wafkr elements 

Element 1 Temperature at different elements (K) 

Number 1=8 I=10 I=12 



Table 5.4: Heat flows inside of each element 

( Numbs 1 Absorbed ( h 2 - b ~  I h m i - 1  h m i - 1  flowqOK) 
by w a k  to i 1 to i  I 

Element 

From the above table, it is easy to see that the total heat flow is approximately equal 

to zero for each element, when the h a l  temperature is reached. As a result, these tempera- 

tures are the steady-state temperatures. 

For the following test examples, without extra explanation, we will set the wafer 

model as System A and divide the wafer into 10 elements. 

5.2.2 Steady-State Behaviors when Initial Temperatures are Dierent 

Radiation (W) 
I 

Under the same lamp powers and the same RTP environment, regardless of the hi- 

tial temperatures, within several minutes, the wafa always reaches its steady-state tempera- 

tures and these temperatures should always be the same, Figure 5 2  is one of the examples 

which shows the temperature trajemxies of the center and the edge elements when the Imp 

Conduction (W) 
I 

- - 

Total heat 



powers are set to reach the steady-state temperature of 1070K at convection situation.. 

A: temperature trajectories for the center element 

Urn- t <re=) 

Figure 5.2 : Wafer temperature tmjectories with different initial temperatures 

5.23 Steady-State Behaviors with and without Convection 

Under the same lamp powers, with and without convection, the wafa steady-state 

temperatures have large dB"rences. The test process is d e s c r i i  as follows. 

First, at vacuum situation, we apply lamp powers to let the wafer reach its steady- 

state temperature profile near 1070K. Remember this lamp powers as a vector value P;,~. 

Second, at convection situation, we apply lamp powers to let the wafer reach its steady-state 

temperature profile, also near l070K. (Assume the gas temperature is close to room temper- 

ature, 300K). Finally, we change the lamp powers to P ; ~ ~  to start the simulation. 



The process temperature trajectories for waf" elements are shown at Figure 5.3; the 

initial and final steady-state temperatures at "center radius" for each element are shown as 

asterisks (*) in Figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.3 : Wafa temperature trajectories for the nonlinear model (I) 

be: initial temperatures (steady-sEate temperatures ';mi at vacu~m situation) 

h e :  w tangmatures (steady-- tempera- under p:np convection 

Figure 5.4 : Initial and final steady-state temperatures at center radiuses ofwafer elements 

From Figure 5.3, we find that although the initial temperatures are near uniformity, 

the non-donnity is obvious when the steady-state temperatures are reached. From Figure 

5.4, we notice that when we apply the lamp powers which cause the wafer to reach its 
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steady-state temperature profile near 1070K during vacwm situation, to the wafer during 

convection situation, the temperatures aaoss the wafa drop significantlyy espcially the 

edge element, The temperature difference -between initial and final situations is about 32K 

for the center element and is about 49K for the edge element. 

This test shows that convecticm &ects the edge of the wafa much more than the 

center of the Waf=. Thereforey the edge heat loss is one main reason for the non-udiormity 

across the d e r  during the process. It is also one of the reasons why we have to use the 

feedback controller. 

5.2.4 Model Linearization Test 

In this subsection, we test the linear model behaviors to see if it is close to the non- 

hear model. 

For the linear model, we apply the n o d  lamp powers to let the nominal tempera- 

ture reach close to 1070K by Equation (223). These nominal lamp powers are 2233W for 

the inner lamp zone, 857.6W for the middle lamp zone and 11560.W for the edge lamp 

zone. Note that for all the test cases which wil l  use the linear model, only this one nominal 

temperature and these co~esponding lamp powers wil l  be used This is because we want to 

show that the controllers will be able to accommodate a wide range of process temperatures 

and only need one set of nomid signals. 

We apply the same initial conditions and the same process to the linear wafer model 

as to the nonlinear wafer model in Section 523. The wafer temperature diffinces between 

these two models are represented in Figure 5.5. (The wafer temperature trajectories for the 

nonlinear model is shown in Figure 5.3.) 



Figure 5.5 : Subtraction of element temperatures of the nodinear model fiom element tern- 

peratutes of the linear model (I) 

From Figure 5.5, we could see that at the beginning of simulation, the worst case 

temperature diff~ence between the linear model and the nonlinear model is within 1K At 

the end of the simulation, the worst case has increased to 3K. This behavior is reasonable 

because the linearization is done at the nominal temperature point (1070K). 

If we apply lamp power signals, which keep wafa temperatures around nominal 

temperature (1070K), the differences between these two models will be much less than the 

results we had in Figure 5.5. Suppose lamp power is set as 230W for the inner lamp zone, 

870W for the middle lamp zone, and 11600W for the edge lamp zone, we apply the same 

initial conditiom in Section 5.2.3 to the nonlinear and hear wafer models. The simulation 

results during the convection situation (gas texnperature is 300K) fcr the nonlinear model is 

shown in Figure 5.6 and the wafer temperature diffiences between these two models are 

represented in Figure 5.7. 



Figure 5.6 : Wafk temperature trajectories for the nonlinear model (ll) 

Figure 5.7 : Subtraction of element temperatures of the nonlinear model tiom element tem- 

peratures of the linear model (It) 

From these two simulations, we can see that it is reasonable to design the feedback 

controllers by using the linear model. 

5.2.5 Estimate States 

In this section, we would like to see the information about the estimate states gener- 

ated by LQG and LQGI feedback contro11ers. Since we only care about the wafer element 

temperatures, the estimate states of lagged lamp powers will be neglected. 



To generate our sample figure as shown in Figure 5.8. First, we designed an estimate 

gain matrix according to the linear model used as the plant This Iinear model has the same 

number of wafa elements as the nodhear mode1 used as the emulator in order that we can 

compm the estimate states with the element temperatures one by one. W e  use the T in 

Equation (2.46) as the element temperatures and the last I outputs of i in Figure 3.13 plus 

nominal temperature (1070K) as the estimate states. This estimator gain matrix has been 

selected as the best scenario to perform the best result. Second, we apply the same initial 

temperatures and the same process as descnii in Section 523. 

Figure 5.8 : Subtraction of element temperatures &om estimate states 

F n w  Figure 5.8, we can tell that the largest error W e e n  the element temperature 

and the estimate state is around 2.2K The error is quite large because the non-&ormity of 

temperatures at this situation is also very large. (See Figure 5.3). These errors will be 

reduced in a feedback loop when the non-uniformity of temperatures is reduced. Tbis result 

shows that the &time d m  temperatures estimated by the controller are reasonably close 

to the wafer temperatures of the emulator. 
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Figure 5.9 : Rocess temperature trajectories 
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5. set the powers of the lamp mnes to an ideal condition corresponding to a steady- 

state temperature of 1 120K 

Process C 

1. hold at the preheat temperature 1070K for time 2 seconds. 

2. tamp at a rate of 12 .W~ to the process temperature 1120K. 

3. hold at the process temperature for 4 seconds. 

4. ramp down at a rate of 833Ws and taminate upon reaching temperature 102OK 

5. set the powers of the lamp zones to an ideal condition correspondiag to a steady- 

state temperature of 1020K 

53.2 Open-Lop Lamp Powers 

1120 

1100 

s? 
~ 1 0 ~ 0  

I 
b l o t 5 0  
t 

1040 

1020 

The details on how to calculate the open-loop lamp powers are provided in Section 

3.4. Equation (3.6) shows that open-loop lamp powers consist of two parts: which bal- 
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ances the loss of the heat fiom the wafer by radiation and convection, and pdyn which adds 

enough additional heat to obtain a rate of temperature increase close to the derivative of the 



In order to test how the f-k controllers work, for all om test cases, we provide 

the computations of P'S under the condition without convection, which means only bal- 

ances the loss of the heat frnn the wafa by radiation, The pre-computed table of values of 

P" at a grid of temperature space of 50K b m  800K 1500K is achieved by Eqytion 

(2.23) without KeO"Y. This is shown in Figure 5.10, where the lamp settings are displayed as 

ikactions of maximum power and plotted using a log scale @me 10). This is the only table 

we used to calculate fl for all three processes. 

Figure 5.10 : Lamp powers balance the loss of the heat fiom the wafer by radiation 

#Y" is calculated by Equation ( 3 4 ,  where ? (k) is the process temperature at 

kth sampling instant, In our test cases in Section 5.3.3, Section 5.3.4 and Section 5.3.5, pdy* 

will be the same for control systems with diffefe~lt feedback ccmtroUers if the process tem- 

perature trajectories are the same. However they wil l  be difkent ifthe process temperature 

tmjectories are differerzt. 
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5.33 P and PI Controllers 

This section shows the simulation results when the P and PI feedback contto1Iers are 

used in the control system. For the system which bas P wntmller (Figure 3 3 ,  the feedback 

gain is set as K, diag ( 1 1,40,800). 

First, during convection situation, we apply lamp powers to let the wafer reach its 

steady-state temperature profile near 1070K (suppose the gas temperature is 300K), then we 

change the lamp powers to corresponding pss (which causes the wafer to reach its steady- 

state temperature profile near 1070K during vacuum situation) to to the simulatioa The 

simulation results are shown in Figure 5.1 1 and Figure 5.12. 

solid line: fitst element, dash line: eighth element, dotted line: edge element 

Figure 5.11 : Wfer temperature trajectories generated h m  Rocess A and B (P controller) 
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From Figure 5.1 1, we can tell that in process A, the ncm-unifiormity of the wafer tem- 

peratures is about 3.6K and the overshoots is about 0.9K for the center element (Note that 

the overshoot here is not the ciassicaI definition of overshoot The overshoot is defined as 

the largest excess values during the flat part of a specific process trajectory. The overshoot 

mentioned in later sections is all similarly defined). The wafa temperatures could not reach 

the close unSormity around 1070K, especially the edge element 

A: real-time wafer temperature trajectories 
7 - 4 0  1 

B: subtractions ofprocess setpoints hmwafertemperatlrres 

Figure 5.12 : Simulation results for process C (P controller) 

From Figure 5.12, we can tell that in process C, the non-uniformity of the wafer tem- 

peratures is about 5.1K at ramping up period, 4.8K at process temperature in steady-state of 



1120K, 4.X during ramping down to terminate temperature, and it is about 2K at the end of 

simulation. 

For the system which has the PI controller (Figure 3.1 I), the feedback gain is the 

same as the P controller- The reset time is selected as rpl = 2. The simulation results are 

shown in Figure 5.13 and Figme 5.14. 

1 1 2 0 -  

1100- P-B 
- 

s 
t 1080 - - 

I - . - .. . . _ _. - -_ . . . . .  

1060 - 
t 

T O 4 0  - - 
1020 - - 

0 5 10 1s 20 25 
t i m m  t <I) 

solid line: first elerneat, dash lint:: eighth element, dotted line: edge element 

Figure 5.13 : Wafer temperature trajectories generated from Process A and B (PI controller) 

From Figure 5.13, we notice that in Rocess A, the biggest overshoot in the three ele- 

ments is about 3K. Although after 30 seconds, the non-dormity of the wafer temperatures 
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is less than 0-lK, the Waf= temperatures have large w'brations at the beginning of simula- 

tion. 

A: real-time wafa tenprature trajectories 
1 1 4 0 r  I 

B: subtractions of process setpoints fiom wafer temperatures 
6 1 

Figure 5.14 : Simulation results for process C (PI wntroUer) 

From Figure 5.14, we fmd that in Process C, the temperature viirations are much 

larger than in Process A. 

OveraIl, for our design cases, these two control systems were not functioning well. 

This is because the close Wormity (within 1K) was not achieved and the wafer tempera- 

tures had large vi%ratiom during the processes. 



The simulation results may be hater, if we design a proportional-inte@-derivative 

feedback controlfer to provide Jimdtaneous improvement in transient and steady-state 

responses. However, these are beyond the area studied in this thesis. 

53.4 LQG Controller 

W1th LQG feodbgck controller (Figure 3-14}, we repeat thm processes with the 

same initid conditions in Section 53.3. The weighting matrices of LQG are shown as fol- 

lows. 

where Mcan be calculated according to Equation (3 D), 

R = diag (I 0.8, 1.5,0.01), 

W = diag (120,2200,80000), and V = 0.000113 . 

The simulation results are shown as Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. 

Figure 5.15 : Wafcl temperature trajectories for process A (LQG controller) 



Figure 5.16 : Wafer temperature trajectories for process B (LQG controller) 

A: real-time waf& trajectories 

: -&&F.--~-~; er&-&t - - 
: dash line: eighth elemen5 
: dotted line: edge element 

B: subtiactions of process setpoints from Waf- temperatures 
zr 

* - - - - * - r r r - - , - - - - - r - .  

1 - I\ 

; solid he: fim element, : 
# I  I dash line: eighth element, I - 

: Qtted line: edge element : .-,----,------------. 
- - - - -_  

. . . . . .  - . :. 

Figure 5.17 : Simulation results for process C (LQG controller) 
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From these figures* we see that the temperature trajectories are smooth and the tem- 

perature viirations are small. However, we notice that the non-UILifonnity of the element 

temperatures is still obvious during the processes. The non-lmifnnity of the temperatures in 

process A is about 1K and in process C it is about 2K 

53.5 LQGI controlier 

Finally, for the same processes and same initial conditions as we set in Section 53.3, 

we use the LQGI as the feedback controller (Figure 3.16). In the wafer Rn, the deviation 

between the desired temperature and the temperature in the edge element is usually the larg- 

est compared to other elements because of the edge heat loss. In this case, we measure the 

edge element and set it as the last output fiom the plant. We select this edge element (10th 

element) as the integral output, and the weighting matrices are chosen as follows. 

10 (I,, + 

where MI can be calculated according to Equation (3.33). 

R, = diug ( [9-8,0.6,0.005] ) , 

Wl = diag ( [ 120,2200,8000] ) , and V' = O.oOOOLI,. 

The simulation d t s  are displayed in Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19 and Figure 520. 

From these figures, we can tell that the LQGI controller is functioning well. For process A, 

in Figure 5.18, we can tell that the non-uniformity of the wafer temperatures is about 0.6K 

For process C, in Figure 5.20, we notice that the non-uniformity during the whole process is 

quite small (within 1K). At several points, the differences between setpoints and wafer tem- 
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peratures are large (around 1.8Q This situation is reasonable because the process tempera- 

ture trajectory has very s h p  comers at these points, and we have used lag factor to slow 

down the changes of lamp powem. 

1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ir 8 9 10 

time (s) 

Figure 5.18 : Wafer temperature tmjectories for process A (LQGI controller) 

Figure 5.19 : Wafk temperature trajectories for process B (LQGI controller) 



B: mbtndons of process setpoints h m  wafer temperatlltes 

Figure 5.20 : Simulation results for process C (LQGI controller) 

5.3.6 Results Compared 

In this section, we give details about comparing the simulation results generated in 

Section 5.3 -3, Section 5.3.4 and Section 5.3 5. 

Table 5.5 shows the non-unSormity and overshooting values. The numbers in this 

table are approximate values (Kelvin degrees) of the worst cases among three sensor signals 

generated from pmcess A and C. 
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Table 5.5: List of wafa temperature non-udiormity and overshooting 

I 

m P  Up (Proc- c) 0.8 2.1 2.3 5.1 

ramp down (Process C) 0.8 2.0 2.2 4-1 

From the above table, we can tell that the wafer temperature uniformity is not 

reached when the control system has the P feedback controll= The wafa temperature over- 

shoot and viiration are large when the control system has the PI controfler. For the LQG 

controUer, the temperature overshoot and w i t i o n  is the d e s t ,  but non-mifionnity is still 

quite large- It is obvious that in our test cases, the control system with LQGI feedback con- 

troller has achieved the best result. 'Chis control system hctions well during these three 

example processes. 

temperature 
overshoot 

5.4 Robustness Test 

If the system environment of the open-loop wafbr RTP has changed, the element 

temperatures may reach different trajectories, but it is quite possible that our wafer RTP 

model has slight errors for some pracesses, since the conditions inside the chamber may not 

be the same at alI times. In this section, we will show that our control system will automati- 

c a y  adjust the lamp powers to let the d e r  reach its temperature near unSonnity and fol- 

steady (Process A) 

WY (Process c) 
03 

1.7 

none 

1.2 

2.9 

5.1 

0-9 

3 -9 . 
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low the process trajectory althoagh the wafer model has slight errors. 

Model mismatch is simulated by re-selecting the d u e s  of thne parameters defined 

in Table 5.1. These values dekmii the wafer RTP environment and they are usually set by 

the user's experience, which could be Merent from the actual system. Therefore, in 

Table 5.6, we list several possibilities to show the changes of the RTP envirotment. 

Table 5.6: Robustness test cases 

Parameter I= uit i SystemA 1 Test cases I 
second 

L* diog (0.95, 1, 1) 

none 10-by-3 matrix L L* diag ( l,0.95, 1) 

For each test case: 

only one parameter value will be changed as the d t  of model mismatch 

the LQGI feedback controuer described in Section 5.3.5 will be used because we 

have shown it is the best design in our cases 

Process A will be applied (see Figure 5.9 for the trajectory) 

the initial lamp powers will be set as descn'bed in Section 5.3.3. 
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14.1 Different Vslues of Time DeIay CoefKaent 

The time delay coefficient (7) d e s c n i  thc situations of the lag &or. (See Section 

2.5 for details). Two test cases will be done in this subsection and the values o f  s for 

cbanged wafer modeIs are shown in Table 5.6 under the "Test Cases" column. 

The simulation results are shown in Figure 521. From this figure, we can find that 

the initial steady-state temperatures for these two systems are the m e e  This is because the 

time delay coefficient only effcts the lag fhctor- We also notice that at the end of these sim- 

ulations, the temperature diffefe~~ces between process setpoints and these two systems are 

quite small (about k0.8 K). 

A: subtraction of process setpoints from temperatures of the system with r as 0.2 
1 

B: subtraction of process setpoints from temperatures of the system with s as 1 
1 

Figure 5.21 : Comparing temperature trajectories with Mferet values o f  s 



5.4.2 Mereat Values of Convective Heat Loss CoefKcient 

The heat loss coefficient (hi )  de~cn'bes the convective heat transfer between wafer 

elements and surrounding gas. Three test cases will be done in this subsection and the values 

of hi for changed wafa models are shown in Table 5.6 under the "Test Cases" column. 

The simulation resuIts are shown in Figure 5.22. From this figure, we can see that the 

initial steady-s?ate temperatures for these systems are all different. Especially for the third 

system (vacuum situation), the initial temperatures are much higher than the setpoints. How- 

ever, we can notice that at the end of the simulations, the temperature differences between 

process setpoints and these three systems are reduced to about f 0.8 K 

5.43 DifEerent V i e s  of Fraction Matrix L 

Fraction matrix (L) describes the radiative heat transfer fkom lamps to wafer ele- 

ments. Three test cases will be done in this subsection and the values of matrix L of changed 

wafer models are shown in Table 5.6 under 'Test Cases" column. 

The simulation results are shown in Figure 523. From this figure, we can find that at 

the end of the simulations, the temperature differences between process setpoints and these 

three systems are within M.8 K although the amrs are quit large (firom -8.5 K to 2K) at the 

beginning. 

From the test cases done in Section 5.4.1, Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.4.3, we have 

shown that the LQGI fdback controller can efficiently handle the wafer model mismatch. 

That means this controller will automatically adjust the lamp powers to reach the process 

requirements when the actual wafier RTP system has slight diffefences fiom the model or the 



actual system has a slight disturbance. 

A: subtraction of process setpoints h m  temperatures 
of the system with hi as 0.9 x H 

1 

B: subtraction of process setpoints h m  temperatures 
of the system with hi as 1.1 x H 

C: subtraction of process setpoints &om the temperatures 
with the system without convection 

Figure 5.22 : Comparing temperature trajectories with different values of hi 



A: subtraction of pnmss setpoints h m  temperatures 
of the system with L as L x diog (O.gS,l, 1) 

. 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

B: subtraction of process setpoints fiom temperatures 
ofhe system with L as L x diag(l,  095,l) 

C: subtraction of process setpoints ftom temperatures 
of the system with L as L x diag (1,1, 0.95) 

- 

s-= - d 

!I: - 

-6 - 
- 

-7 - - 
-8 - - 
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Figure 5.23 : Comparing temperature trajectories with different values of L 



Chapter 6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a list of thesis contn%utions is given and topics for fiather research 

are suggested 

6.1 List of Thesis Contributions 

The paragraphs of this section form a list of the contnbutons made in this thesis. 

Combaiion wafw modek. The thermal models used in this thesis (nonlinear and 

linear) are the combination models of ideal thermal models and the lag fbctor. The ideal 

model is adopted fmm [Nor92]. The lag fbctor makes the wafk R W  models close to the 

actual system due to grachmi lamp power changes. 

Design of feedhack conttoIIers. We have designed a control system which includes 

an open-loop controller and a feedtack controller. The open-loop controller is adopted h m  

@or92]. For the feedback controller, we have designed four different types of digital con- 

trollers (P, PI, LQG and LQGI). For the LQG and LQGI controller, we have presented basic 

ideas for how to select the weighting matrices, which are very important for the designs of 

these two controllers 

Design of real-time software applicationsF. We have designed two real-time software 

applications. The first is the wafer RTP emulator and the second is the digital control sys- 

tem. These two applications only communicate through I f 0  boards. The emulator applica- 

tion can be replaced by the actual wafer RTP system without changing the code of the 
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controller applicatioa 

Implementation of m2-time s o @ .  applicatiom within  nu' envimnment. We 

have implemented both the emulator and controUer applications within an Unix environ- 

ment by using the C programmi~g language. We have also designed a module of UO emula- 

tions. This module is the only one which provides communication channels for these two 

applications. These two applications allow the user to nm the simulation in many different 

environments including wafa RTP system model, initial lamp powen, initial wafet temper- 

atures, process temperature trajectories and f b k  ccmtn,Uers. The details of how to edit 

initialization files and how to generate initialbtion files for setting the environment are also 

provided- 

Suggestions of the installotion of applications to two Pa. We have given some brief 

suggestions on how to implement both the emulator and controller applications to two sepa- 

rate personal computers. These suggestions are the selections of hardware and software, and 

the design of the clock model which provides the refaace to the real-time. 

Design of graphic user inrerfce. W e  have presented the details on how to design 

two user graphic intafaces. The first is for the emulator application and the second is for the 

controller application, Each application includes one main window and three! sub-windows 

which provide initialization settings for process environment and rurming time information. 

For the emulator application, this information includes real-time wafer temperatures for the 

center element, real-time element temperatures compared with the one of the center element, 

and real-time lamp power settings. For the controller application, this information includes 

the real-time estimate state for the center element (only available for LQG and LQGI f& 
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back c0ntro11ers)~ real-time estimate states compmd with the estimate state for the center 

element (only available for LQG and LQGI feedback conttoUers), d - t i m e  open-Icmp lamp 

powers and total lamp powers. 

Presentation of the sinalation mks .  The simulation resuits of  model test and con- 

trol system fimctionality test have been provided. Through these simulations, we have 

shown the general behaviors of wafa nonlinear and linear models. We have also shown that 

the control system with the LQGI f e a c k  controller designed among our cases can control 

the wafet temperatures to near uniformity, while also following f8n temperature trajectories 

in a wide range. In addition, it is shown that LQGI feedback controller can handle the slight 

model mismatch well. 

6.2 Further Research 

This section contains a brief list of research projects which complement the work 

done for this thesis, 

Implementation. To vaify that the software applications can be run in real-time, we 

need to implement them in two separate personal computers. We also need to design a clock 

module to track the time and send signals to the process requesting an intenxpt. Graphic use 

interfaces for these applications need to be implemented by using a software package such 

as Labwindows. 

Test d development. All implementations mentioned above need a be tested The 

design of real-time software applications need to be developed to save memory and handle 

more complicated cases. 
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Enhanced mthematicuI wafer RZ'P model. The wafer model used in this thesis is 

only a simple thermaI model. This model simplifies the heat transfers inside of the chamber, 

as it does not consider the radiation &rn chamber wall to wafer element, the view factor, 

etc. (see Por921). An enbeaced mathematical wafer RTP model weds to be generated to be 

closer to the actual system. 
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Appendix A Real-Time Software User's Guide 

A.l Introduction 

The purpose of this appendix is to guide the user on how to use the real-time soft- 

ware applications, which are designed in Section 4.3 and are used for implementation study 

under Unin This guide quires some knowledge of wafer RTP system, Matlab scripts and 

the C programming language. It is olganited into the following sections: 

Section A 2  gives a brief introduction about the real-time software applications and 

what the user has to set up and select before the simulation stan 

Section A.3 provides details on how to set wafer RTP model, initial wafer tempera- 

aws d lamp powers for the emulator application. 

Section A 4  considers details of selecting and resetting a feedback controller for the 

control system application. How to set a process temperature trajectory is not provided 

since it is already clearly introduced in Section 4.3 5.1. 

- Section AS provides infomation about how to run the prograrn and how to view the 

results. 

A.2 Overview 

The software applications designed in Section 4.3 are used for implementation study 

within an Unix enviroment for wafer temperature control in RTP. These applications 

include the emulator application and the control system application. The emulator applica- 
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tion emulates the actual d - t i m e  Waf= RTP system and the control system application acts 

as a digital controller to control the lamp powers. These two applications only communicate 

through a module of I/O emulatioos. See Section 43 for more details. 

The directory structure of this software is listed as Figure A.1. AU the files intro- 

duced in Section 4.3.1 will be stored under these four directories according to thek h c -  

tiom- The details about these files are introduced in Section 4.3, 

application 
directory 

CONTROLLF.JL. all dated files to generate ct,qg.& and ct Jq@& 

DEFAULE all files iead by the soAware applications 

SOURCE= aU C sourcefil~, header files, execotable files and mzk#Ze 

WAFER: all related files to generate wafer:& 

Figure A. 1 : Directory structure overview 

Before running the program, the user has to cnate a new directory. Under this new 

directory, the user must have following files: 

io-quont.&t and &@ace 

wafmdat, inij.&t and ini-t for wafa initialization 

setRTocs and a corresponding text file to store the controller data (c t sda t ,  

ctqi,&t, ctJqg.&t or ~ t . l q ~ . & t )  for controller initialization. 

If the user would Eke to use our example systems, all above files can be copied fiom 

the DEFAULT directory. Otherwise, users can copy files from a related directory to this new 

directory to generate or edit the above files. As a result of generating or editing these files, 

users can: 

set the nmnber of quantization levels of the emulated YO board (Section 4.3 1) 
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set interface for the emulatar and the controller application (Section 43.4.1) 

get wafa RTP model, set initial temperatures and initial h p  powers for the 

ernuIator application 

set process temperature trajectory, select or set a feedback controuer and the con- 

troller parameters for the controller application. 

Details of above settings and selections are provided in Section A.3 and Section A.4. 

Note all changes should be done only under the directory created by the user. 

A.3 User Settings for the Emulator Application 

The wafa RTP model implemented in the emulator application is presented as a vec- 

tor-matrix form as Equation (2.46). The w a k  is heated by lamps in concentric ring lamp 

zones. The effect of thermal expamion is neglected See Chapter 2 for more details. 

k3.1 Wafer RTP Model 

The parameters that the user needs to set for the wafer RTP model are represented in 

Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. To set the wafer model, simply 

copy model_w and set-wcifmm from WAFER 

copy sensor~.&t from DEFATXT 

edit the text file m&,w 

change the values following the parameter names which the user wants to reset, 

but do not change the parameter names. 

save the file model-w 



edit the text file setrsor~p~cim 

change the values, which represent the sensor positions, ensure that the total 

number of values is the same as the number of sensots as defined in fiIe model_w 

and the range of values are fbm one to the number of elements as defined in 

model-w 

save the file sensorg.&t 

be within Matlab programming environment 

type set-wpfer and press <<rehM>> key 

typequittogetbacktoUnixShell. 

The Matlab m file, set-wafmm, will produce the text file, wafmdot, which stores the 

data for the wafer RTP vector-matrix model. 

The tile model,w looks like tbis: 
I 

LAMPNUM 3 
WAPERNllM 10 
EMTSSIVITY 0.6 
mERMALCOND 30 
SPECIFIHEAT 69 1 
TGAS 300 
STEPW 0.01 
SENSORNUM 3 

For example, if users want to change the wafer element to 12 and the gas tempera- 

ture to 250K, The new modeCw looks like this (the bold numbers have been changed): 

LAMPNUM 
WAFERNUM 
SENSORNLiM 
ENISSIVZTY 
THERMALCOND 
SPECIFIHEAT 
TGAS 
STEPW 



The sensot~.dat looks Wce this 

For example, if users want to change the sensor position fix the last sensor to the 

12th element, the new sensor~.&t looks like this (the bold number has been changed): 

Ifusers make a mistake in editing mdel'w or setlsor>-dut, an error message will be 

shown on the screen when set-w@mm is creating wofez&t. As a result, wufmht will not 

be generated and the simulation can not be started . 

A3.2 Initinl Lamp Powers 

To set the initial lamp powers, users simply have to 

copy the text file i n i s d a t  fnrm DEFAULT directory 

edit inisdot 

change the vrhm which comspond to the lamp zones users want to reset (the 

first value presents the center lamp zone; the last one represents the edge lamp 

zone). Ensure that the total number of values are the same as the number of lamp 

zones as d&ed in file model-, The value for each lamp zone must not exceed 

the 'Tow Limit" and ''High LLimi (Tdle 4.3) for that lamp zone. 

save the file ini&ilzt. 

init..& looks like this: 



For example, if users want to reset the lamp powers for the edge lamp zone as 

8764.3Wy the new inits.& looks Wre this (the bold number has been changed) 

Ifusers make a mistakes in editing iniq&ty an error message will be shown during 

the d a t o r  process initialization, and the simulation will be terminated. 

A33 Initial W e  Temperatums 

The values for the initial temperatures across the wafa can be edited in two Merent 

ways- 

To set the initial temperatures as steady-state ones under lamp powers defined by 

ini-pdat, users have to: 

copy the text file ini-t fbm DEFAULT directory 

edit the text file ini-t 

typeSTEADYSTATE 

save the fde init_t. 

init,t looks like this: 

STEADYSTATE 

To set the initial temperatures according to user definition, users need to: 

edit the text file ini-t 
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typeSET 

type values following afta kejword SET, (ensme the total number of values is 

the same as the number of elements as defined in model-w and the mge of val- 

u e s m u s t b e ~ 2 0 0 K t o  1700K) 

save the file initJ 

For example, if the number of wafer elements is 8, initf looks like this: 

SET 
1055 
1054 -2  
1057.8 
1060.3 
1058 - 4  
1059 - 3 
1054.6 
1053 -7 

If users make a mistake in editing ini't, an a n r  messages will be shown chuing the 

emulator process initialization and the simulation will be terminated 

A.4 User Settings for the Control System Application 

The control system includes an open-loop controller and a feedback controller. Only 

the feedback controller can be selected and reset The four types of feedback controllers 

available are P, PI, LQG, and LQGI. The LQG and LQGI feedback controlIers are based on 

the wafer linear model as Equation (2.41). 

How to set the process temperature trajectory can be found in Section 4.3.5.1. 

A.4.1 Selection of a Feedback Controller 

In our example cases, we only have four fetdback controllers implemented (accord- 
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ing to four types of feedback c0~la0Ifets designed in Chapter 3). Users can select any one of 

them. 

These four feedback controIIers have thm inputs and three outputs, which means 

that the controller systems can only receive signals fiom tbree sensors and can only control 

lamp powers for thm lamp zones. The data for these four f a k  conttollers are stored in 
. 

text files ctg.dut, c ~ i . & t ,  ctJqgdat and ctJqgi.dut. For P and PI controUers, the values 

of gain matrix and met time are presented in Section 53.3. For LQG and LQGI feedback 

controllers, the values of controller parameters are presented in Section 53.4 and Section 

5.3.5; the parameter values of the plant are listed as example values in Table 4.1; the sensor 

positions are located as T&le 4.2. The controller sampling times for all our cases are set as 

0.1 seconds. 

To select a f d a c k  controller, users need to run the corresponding executable file 

listed in Table 4.6. For an example, if we warn to select the LQG f d a c k  controller in the 

control system, we need to run the fde named simmlqg. More details will presented in Sec- 

tion AS. 

A4.2 Resetting of a P or PI Feedback Controller 

To reset a P or PI feedback controlla, usm only have to: 

copy ctq.dat or ctqt&t fram DEFAtET directory 

edit ctq.&t or ctqi.dat 

change, add or delete the dement values of f-k gain, scale values of reset 

time or controller sampling time (Section 4.3 -5. I), note that the dimensions of 

the feeclback gain must match the numbers of the controller inputs and the con- 
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troller outputs. The conmUer sampling time must be s e v d  times larger than 

the emulator sampling time defined in modeIIw 

save ctq.&t or ct.i.&t 

c t ~ t a i z t  looks Wre this: 

- reset time, unit: second - conmUcr sampling time, unit second 

If an enor appears inside of ctsi.&t or ctp.&t, an error message will be shown 

during the controiler initialization process, and the simulation will be terminated 

A43 Resetting of a LQG or LQGX Feedback Controller 

To reset a LQG or LQGI feedback controlla, users have to: 

copy n0deI.c and setJqg-m (or set-Iqgzkm) fkom CONTROLLER directory 

edit modekc 

change the element or scalar values of the parameters listed in Table 4.5, easure 

that the conditions in ''Parameter Structure" are reached and the controller sam- 

pling time must be several times larger than the emulator sampling time defined 

in model,w 

save model,c 

edit set-@g.m or set-Iqgim to set the number of controller inpats as the same as 



the number of sensors as defined in model-w, to set the number of controller out- 

puts as the same as the number of lamp zones as defined in m&I-w, and to 

build a plant according to the parameters defined in mode-. (This step is quite 

complicated If users are not familiar with Matlab, users should find their own 

way to genetate culqg.&t or ct-Iqgi.&?. This step could be omitted if users 

have selected the same emulator model as our example). 

be within Matlab prognumning environmeat 

type set-lqg for resetting a LQG feedback controller or type set-[@ for reset- 

ting a LQGI feedback controller, and press <<return>> key 

type quit to get back toUnixShell 

The Matlab m file, set-Zqgm, wil l  generate the text file ct-Zqg.&t, and set_@..nr 

will generate the text file ct-Zqgi.&tt 

The file model-w looks like this: 

INPUTS 3 
OUTPIJTS 3 
STATES 10 
R 9.8 0 0 

0 0.6 0 
0 0 0.005 

C1 10 
c2 10000 
cv 0.001 
W 120 0 0 

0 2200 0 
0 0 8000 

STEPC 0.1 
If an error appears in r n o x c ,  an a n r  message will be shown when set-Iqg.dat is 

creating ct-Zqg.dut or set-Iqgi.&t is creating ct-.qgi.&t. As a result, ct-2qg.dat or 

ct-Qgi.dut wil l  not be generated and simulation can not be s*rrted 
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A.5 How to Run the Program and How to View the 

Before starting this process, the user has to ensure that all files read by applications 

are copied, edited or generated correctly under the user's directories. 

To nm the program, usas simply: 

type the selected executable ble name, sim-148; ( s m s ,  s i m p i  or sim-Zqgit) in 

Unix Shell and under the directory created by themselves 

press <<return>. 

Graphic user interfhces are not implemented and only two log files, LAMP-Pdat and 

WAFER-Tdat will be generated after simulation stops. 

W m r & t  stores the values for real-time temperatures (Kelvin degrees) of all 

wafer elements at each emulator sampling point This fde has Ivalues at each he. The val- 

ues in the first column are for the center element, the values in the second column are for the 

second element and so on. This file has, 

rows, where floor rounds the values to the nearest integers towards minus infinity. (To plus 1 

is to include the initial point). 

U M P ' d a t  stores the values for total lamp powers calculated by digital control 

system at each contn,lIer sampling point (the unit is Watts). This file has three values at each 

row since we use a three lamp zone system. The values of the h t  column are for the inner 

lamp zone, the values of second column are for the middle lamp zone, and the values of the 



third coltrmn are for the edge lamp zone. This fie has, 

1 +jloor( TotalSinrulationDuration 
STEPC )m. - 

To view the information inside of U J & t  or WMERJdat, we can either open 

this text file directly to see the values or go through some software packages, like Matlab or 

Xmgr, to load the data and generate figures. For exampIe, if i f u s e r s  want to see the real-time 

temperatures for the center element, the emulator sampling period is 0.01 seconds and the 

total sampling duration is 24 seconds, we can use the Matlab package to: 

type load WAFER-Tadat; 

type TIME = [O : 0.01 : 241'; 

type p w ' m m ,  Wm=&T(:,1))- 

Therefore, the values inside W-Zdat are loaded as a matrix named WAFERJ 

and plotted in a figure with x-axis in seconds and y-axis in Kelvin degrees (See for 

reference). 
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